
David and Solomon's kingdoms: legend or history? 
 

Abstract. The David and Solomon's kingdoms are no longer considered as historical by minimalist 
archaeologists. According to Israel Finkelstein and Neil Silberman, for example, authors of The Bible 
Unearthed: Archaeology's New Vision of Ancient Israel and the Origin of Its Sacred Texts, at the time of 
the kingdoms of David and Solomon, Jerusalem was populated by only a few hundred residents or less, 
which is insufficient for an empire stretching from the Euphrates to Eilath. They suggest that due to 
religious prejudice, the authors of the Bible suppressed the achievements of the Omrides. Some Biblical 
minimalists like Thomas L. Thompson go further, arguing that Jerusalem became a city and capable of 
being a state capital only in the mid-seventh century. Likewise, Finkelstein and others consider the claimed 
size of Solomon's temple implausible. A review of methods and arguments used by these minimalists shows 
that they are impostors for writing history. The historical testimonies dated by a chronology anchored on 
absolute dates (backbone of history) are replaced by archaeological remains dated by carbon-14 (backbone of 
myths). The goal of these unfounded claims is clearly the charring of biblical accounts.  
 
 One of the most fiercely debated issues in Biblical Archaeology today involves the 
historicity of the Bible and biblical chronology in the period of the United Monarchy in 
Jerusalem. Most of the evidence for this period of David and Solomon is found in the 
Bible, and there is a decided lack of archaeological evidence to correlate the biblical 
narrative. Most archaeologists take the view that the Bible is a narrative of mythology 
interwoven with some historical elements; whereas some historians believe that the Bible, 
along with archaeological evidence, can be a valid historical source. This dichotomy of 
viewpoints is further divided into questions of chronology rebuilt from historical 
synchronisms dated by astronomy for historians versus archaeological remains dated by 
Carbon-14 for archaeologists, and above all the reliability of ancient narratives. When the 
current conditions for excavation in Jerusalem and the complexity of occupational 
deposition are considered, it is not so unusual that there is little evidence of Davidic and 
Solomonic Jerusalem. The area of the citadel of the City of David is currently beneath 
private homes; therefore very little excavation has been done. Similarly, the Temple Mount 
covers the site of the Solomonic Temple, where it is impossible for religious and political 
reasons to conduct even an archaeological survey. Two factors in occupational deposition 
are important to consider: first of all, in hilly regions like Jerusalem, it is most practical to 
remove the earlier construction phases and debris down to bedrock when building new 
structures. Second, uninterrupted settlement, from the 10th to the early 6th centuries BCE, 
leaves less of an archaeological footprint than would a period of destruction or invasion, so 
it is understandable that there would be less data from this period. 
 The Biblical Minimalist point of view hinges on the belief that the Book of Kings 
was written in the Persian period. Therefore it is a product of many scribal errors and 
different authors, which means that any historical value is hidden in layers of confusion. 
Niels Peter Lemche, one of the main proponents of this school, also makes the case that 
the concept of "history" is an essentially modern term. Thus trying to read the Bible as a 
historical text in the modern sense of the term is a vexed enterprise from the start, because 
the Bible was written in a tradition of story-telling and religious worship, not with the 
intention of relating facts in a "history." They assert that the United Monarchy and the 
figures of David and Solomon are legendary, but not historical. The Biblical Maximalist 
perspective is that enough of the textual and archaeological evidence converge to make the 
Bible plausible as a historical source. They don't necessarily say that every element of the 
Bible can be proven; William Dever goes so far as to say that David and Solomon may not 
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have been historical figures. But there is enough socio-archaeological data to make 
conclusions about the rise of statehood in the 10th century BCE, which is a centralized 
power like the United Monarchy. The main problem with the Biblical Minimalist point of 
view is that there are too many correlations of the biblical narrative to other Near Eastern 
sources. For example, the Pharoah Shishak's destruction of Megiddo is recorded in the 
Bible, and his actual victory stela are found at Megiddo and in the temple of Karnak; we 
also have the later Babylonian lists of Israelite Kings, which correlates with biblical 
narrative. These correlations fall after the United Monarchy, but both suggest a continuity 
with institutions of Kingship and the office of the court scribe. The description of the 
Solomonic Temple in the Bible is so much like the MB Age Temple and the 8th century 
Syrian Temple at Tell Tainat (which was also constructed by Phoenician craftsmen), that it 
is highly unlikely that it could be fictitious. The only monumental architecture from this 
time period is the Stepped-Stone structure from the eastern slope of the City of David. It 
could have functioned as a large supporting structure, for a fortification wall or platform 
that might be part of the citadel of David. It was built on top of Late Bronze Age II terrace 
systems, with Israelite houses built into it, and Hellenistic-Roman period wall built on the 
highest part of the slope. The original excavations by Kathleen Kenyon concluded that the 
underlying terraces and Stepped-Stone Structures were contemporaneous and should be 
dated to LB II. But the ceramic data from a sealed context points to an Iron Age date for 
the Stepped-Stone Structure, and the stratigraphic data clearly shows it to have been 
constructed around and deeper than some portions of the terrace system. This would 
negate the idea that the terrace system was to function as the foundation of the Stepped-
Stone structure. To look beyond Jerusalem itself for archaeological and textual evidence of 
the Davidic and Solomonic reigns, refer to the Tel Dan inscription and the six-chambered 
gate. The Tel Dan inscription mentions "Beth David" (BYTDWD) or House of David as a 
place name; it is a Semitic tradition to name a city after the founder. There has been some 
questioning of the authenticity of this inscription, namely by epigraphers who take the lack 
of a word divider as evidence of a forgery. But the Aramaic of the inscription as well as the 
paleography and orthography are correct. In addition, on an ostracon found at Tell Qasile1 
(c. 700 BCE) an inscription mentions Ophir (1Kings 9:28): [Z]HB•’PR•LBYTḤRN•[-, Gold, 
[of] Ophir, [belonging] to Beth Horon, but "to Beth Horon" is written without word divider. 
 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE A FACT, IN FACT THAT IS THE QUESTION 
 

 What is a fact? According to the famous German philosopher Nietzsche: There is no 
truth, no moral essences, no transcendental world, no God, no knowledge. Facts don't exist; only 
interpretation. Anything that can be said about knowledge is an interpretation —no more, no less. As 
"there is no truth" consequently Nietzsche's assertion is false! In fact when Nietzsche 
wrote "Facts don't exist" he meant that the facts which we speak about now belongs to the 
past and we know them only by means of our senses and by the reading of old partial 
writings, consequently, facts need to be read or interpreted for being understood. However, 
confusion between facts and their interpretation leads to a completely different approach 
among historians and archaeologists. Historians generally build a historical truth by 
crossing all the evidence or testimony of the past, then they rebuild a precise chronology of 
events (+/- 1 year) for linking causes to their consequences. Archaeologists generally deny 
all evidence or testimony of the past because they always contain a few errors, then they 
rebuild a chronology from archaeological remains by means of 14C for proving their 
hypothesis. The approach of archaeologists is an intellectual fraud for two reasons: the 
accuracy of 14C is generally insufficient for separating causes to consequences and the 
                                                                                                                                                       
1 A. LEMAIRE, B. HALPERN, M.L. ADAMS - The Books of Kings (Ed. Brill, 2010), pp. 265-266. 
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rejection of evidence or testimonies leads to the denial of all the past which is view as a set 
of myths "more or less historical". For example, the accuracy of 14C is in average +/- 10 
years over the period 1000-500 BCE and +/- 20 years over the period 1500-1000 BCE. 
However, interpretation of 14C dates can be rather complex. For example, variations in the 
natural 14C content cause the 14C clock rate to vary throughout time, causing the need for 
calibration of the 14C timescale. For the Scythian epoch, there is a problematic range in the 
14C calibration curve (called Hallstatt plateau), hence 14C dates of around 2450 BP always 
calibrate to ca. 800-400 BCE giving a date 600 BCE +/- 200 years, no matter the 
measurement precision. 
 To avoid an endless discussion of philosophical arguments about whether the 
archaeological truth is above the historical truth or not, the best way is to "believe" in the 
scientific truth. Unlike philosophers who cannot find the "truth" because they have no 
"true" criteria of truth, therefore each philosopher offers his own "relative truth", scientists 
are able to reach a "universal truth" by means of measurement. Scientific truth gets 
measured (it is a monotheistic concept of truth), truth of the philosophers is only a concept 
not definable (and therefore polytheistic). Scientific truth is not the ultimate truth, it is only 
measurement of facts –no more, no less. For example, my conscience to exist does not 
exist (paradoxically) for a scientist because he can only measure the electrical impulses in 
my brain, which are some facts, but my conscience to exist is only an interpretation of 
myself (probably true, but animals have they consciousness to exist?). In history what facts 
can be measured or determined? The same ones as those in your identity card (proving 
your existence): first and family name, birth date, age, sex and nationality. 
 The major disagreement between historians and archaeologists is how to write 
history during the "Dark ages", which are periods of time without any written documents. 
As the kingdoms of David and Solomon occurred during a dark age from 1200 to 750 
BCE, archaeologists consider that the absence of evidence during this period of time would be the 
evidence of historical absence (argument from silence)2, which would have been completed later by 
some Jewish storytellers from a few genuine facts. For archaeologists it is the general 
process of making myths. According to this principle, the Trojan War remains a myth for 
archaeologists (not for historians) since there are still not any written documents talking 
about the war which have been found. Historians believe that the Trojan War did take 
place, as already thought Herodotus and Thucydides, because the Hittite annals and 
Ramses III's inscriptions of year 8 confirmed that there was a widespread conflict directed 
against many cities along the Mediterranean coast which many of them, including Troy, 
were burnt in 1185 BCE3. What are the measurable facts?  
 The apparent collapse of Greek writings over the 1200-
750 period can be explained mainly by the use of perishable 
medium at this time like diptychs in wood covered with wax or 
parchments. Assyrian Empire is a good example to understand 
this paradoxical disappearance of writing. We know that from 
Tiglath-pileser I (1115-1076) who made vassal several 
Phoenician states, Assyrian chancelleries adopted Aramaic as a 
second diplomatic language beside Babylonian. When the 
Assyrian scribes are represented (opposite figure), they are 
always by two: one with a tablet and stylus and the other with a 
parchment and quill. Despite this evidence proving the 
                                                                                                                                                       
2 Professors of philosophy Sven Bernecker and Duncan Pritchard state that arguments from silence are generally weak and can go astray 
in many cases, and point to examples such as Marco Polo's neglect of the Wall of China, and Pliny the Younger's silence on the 
destruction of Pompei and Herculaneum when he discusses the 79 AD eruption of Vesuvius in detail in his letters. 
3 See the article: The Trojan War: When, Where, Who and Why? 
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existence of Assyrian archives4 on parchment in Aramaic5, none of these documents has 
ever been found. The support of writing used by most countries, like Aramaic (Syrian 
states) or Old Canaanite (Phoenician states) was scroll of papyrus or parchment, which 
does not keep long in these regions. Clay tablets were used for writing cuneiform (as 
Babylonian language) and scrolls for Aramaic (international language). The scribes6 were 
called in Akkadian ṭupšarru, from the Sumerian word DUB-SAR "tablet-write," and sepîru, 
translating the Sumerian KUŠ-SAR "skin-write". 
 If the Greek period 1200-750 BCE is almost empty of writings it is not a real dark 
period7, because there is an abundance of potteries (vase, jar, cup, bowl, etc.). The 
decoration of these objects enables us to reconstitute a timeline and nature of that trade8. 
Historical facts during the " Dark Ages" are as follows9: 
 

KING OF 
TROY 

reign KING OF 
ATHENS 

reign Historical or archaeological information 

[Uhhaziti's ally] 1300-1280 Pandion II 1307-1282 Contemporary of Muršili II (1307-1295) 
Aleksandu 1280-1250 Aegeus 1282       - Contemporary of Muwatalli II (1295-1275) 
Piyaramadu ? 1250-1225         -1234 Contemporary of Ḫattušili III (1268-1241) 
Walmu 1225-1200 Theseus ? 1234-1204 Contemporary of Tutḫaliya IV (1241-1209) 
Priam ? 1200-1185 Menestheus ? 1204-1181 Contemporary of Šuppiluliyama II (1207-1185) 

DARK AGES Demophon ? 1181-1147 Sack of Troy VIIa (in 1185 BCE) 
 Oxyntes ? 1147-1135 Protogeometric period 
  Apheidas ? 1135-1134  
  Thymoetes ? 1134-1126  
  Melanthus ? 1126-1089 (Linear B replaced by Cypro-Minoan) 
  Codrus ? 1089-1068 Dorian Invasion of Peloponnesus 

LIFE ARCHONS Medon ? 1068-1048 First ruler of Attica 
  Acastus ? 1048-1012 Troy VIIb2 destroyed (ca. -1020) 
  Archippus ? 1012-993  
  Thersippus ? 993-952 (Cypro-Minoan replaced by Paleo-Hebrew/ Greek) 
  Phorbas ? 952-922 Troy VIIb3: deserted (ca. -950) 
  Megacles ? 922-892 Early Geometric period 
 Diognetus ? 892-864 Lycurgus, first lawgiver of Sparta (c. -880) 
  Pherecles ? 864-845 Homer composes the Iliad and Odyssey (ca. -850) 
 Ariphron ? 845-825 Middle Geometric period 
  Thespieus ? 824-797  
  Agamestor ? 796-778  
  Aeschylus ? 778-755 First Olympiad (776 BCE) 
  Alcmaeon ? 755-753  

DECENNIAL ARCHONS Charops 753-743 Early Greek inscriptions (Nestor's cup) 
  Aesimides 743-733  
  Clidicus 733-723  
  Hippomenes 723-713  
  Leocrates 713-703  
  Apsander 703-693  
  Eryxias 693-683  

ARCHONS Creon 682-681  
  Lysiades 681-680  

                                                                                                                                                       
4 J. B. PRITCHARD - The Ancient Near East in Pictures 
Princeton 1969 Ed. Princeton University Press p. 74. 
5 M. NISSINEN – Outlook: Aramaeans outside of Syria 
in: Handbook of Oriental Studies 106 (Brill, 2014) pp. 280-282. 
6 F. JOANNÈS - Dictionnaire de la civilisation mésopotamienne 
Paris 2001 Éd. Robert Laffont pp. 763-766. 
7 R. ÉTIENNE, C. MÜLLER, F. PROST – Archéologie historique de la Grèce 
Paris 2006 Éd. ellipses pp. 61-62. 
8 A. QUEYREL – Athènes la cité archaïque et classique 
Paris 2003 Éd. Picard pp. 13-22. 
9 A.E. SAMUEL – Greek and Roman Chronology 
München 1972 Ed. Verlag C.H. Beck pp. 195-210. 
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 It is noteworthy that two famous character Lycurgus10, the first lawgiver of Sparta 
(c. 880 BCE) and Homer, the first Greek writer, belong both of them to the Early 
Geometric period (900-850). According to archaeologists the dates for Athenian rulers 
were conjectured centuries later by historians of the Hellenistic era who tried to backdate 
events by cross-referencing ancient sources such as the Parian Chronicle11. The name of 
Achaean or Trojan kings rarely appear in Hittite records. For example, Uhhazati who was 
king of Arzawa Minor, the nucleus of the Arzawa complex (his capital Apasa was almost 
certainly located on the site of the later Ephesos) was attempting to force Hittite subject 
states in the region away from their alliance, apparently in collaboration with the king of 
Ahhiyawa who controlled the islands in the eastern Aegean12. 
 The chronology of the kings of Athens involves the existence of Athenian archives, 
which is indirectly confirmed by Thucydides when he gave a short chronology of some 
important events taking place during the dark ages13, which was only possible if he could 
see some genuine writings, because oral transmission does not exceed 70 years in average, a 
human lifespan of an eye witness. This technical limitation is a crucial point for 
distinguishing between historical or mythical narratives. While myths can cross centuries, 
even millennia, it is only because they retain the essential elements of the story, but they 
lose the dates and accurate durations as well as foreign names, which are greatly deformed. 
Two examples are going to illustrate this limitation to oral transmission. According to 
Herodotus who wrote his account around 450 BCE: But the next business of my history is to 
inquire who this Cyrus was who took down the power of Croesus, and how the Persians came to be the 
rulers of Asia. I mean then to be guided in what I write by some of the Persians who desire not to magnify 
the story of Cyrus but to tell the truth, though there are no less than 3 other accounts of Cyrus which I could 
give (...) Cyrus entrusted Croesus to his son Cambyses, to whom he was giving the kingdom, with the charge 
to honour him and treat him well, if something should go wrong with the crossing against the Massagetae 
(...) Most of the Persian army perished and Cyrus himself fell, after a reign of 29 years less one (...) Many 
stories are told about the death of Cyrus, but I think this one is the most convincing (The Histories I:95, 
208-214). The indications of Herodotus concerning the names, dates and durations are all 
accurate, presumably because they came from the Persian archives, but the evidence about 
the birth and death of Cyrus (who died in 530 BCE), which were transmitted orally are 
absolutely not reliable as recognized Herodotus himself. In this case the duration was only 
80 years (= 530 - 450). The second example comes from the Seder Olam Rabba written 90 
years after the Temple was destroyed (in 70 CE) as well as all the Jewish archives. This 
famous Jewish book have been written (about 160 CE by Yose ben Halafta) to provide a 
reliable chronology of events, some of them are also known from Greek and Roman 
historians. It reads14 (exact names and figures are between brackets): R. Yose says: The Persian 
empire existed during the time of the Temple for 24 years (= 539 – 331). The kingdom of the Greeks 
                                                                                                                                                       
10 Velleius Paterculus states that the founding of Carthage (884 BCE) coincided with Lycurgus (Roman History I:6) who reigned 159 
years before the Olympics according to Eratosthenes, but only 130 years before King Theopompe (720-675), according to Plutarch (Life 
of Lycurgus §IX). According to Tatian, Lycurgus legislated 100 years before the Olympics, or 876 BCE (Discourses to Greeks XLI). 
11 Tradition says that King Menestheus (1204-1181) took part in the Trojan War (1194-1184), and Codrus (1089-1068), the last king of 
Athens, was the one to repel the Dorian Invasion of Attica. 
12 T. BRYCE – The Trojan War: Myth or Reality? 
in: The Kingdom of the Hittites (Oxford 2005) pp. 192-197. 
13 Even after the Trojan war Hellas was still engaged in removing and settling, and thus could not attain to the quiet which must precede growth. The late return 
of the Hellenes from Ilium caused many revolutions, and factions ensued almost everywhere; and it was the citizens thus driven into exile who founded the cities. 
60 years after the capture of Ilium the modern Boeotians were driven out of Arne by the Thessalians, and settled in the present Boeotia, the former Cadmeis; 
though there was a division of them there before, some of whom joined the expedition to Ilium. 20 years later the Dorians and the Heraclids became masters of 
Peloponnese (...) But at last a time came when the tyrants of Athens and the far older tyrannies of the rest of Hellas were, with the exception of those in Sicily, 
once and for all put down by Lacedaemon; for this city, though after the settlement of the Dorians, its present inhabitants, it suffered from factions for an 
unparalleled length of time, still at a very early period obtained good laws, and enjoyed a freedom from tyrants which was unbroken; it has possessed the same form 
of government for more than 400 years, reckoning to the end of the late war [c. 400 BCE], and has thus been in a position to arrange the affairs of the other 
states (The Peloponnesian War (I:12,18). 
14 H.W. GUGGENHEIMER – Seder Olam. The Rabbinic View of Biblical Chronology 
Lanham 2005 Ed. Roman & Littlefield Publishers pp. 260-263 
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180 years (= 331 – 167). The kingdom of the Hasmoneans 103 years (= 167 – 63). The kingdom of 
Herod 103 years (= 63 + 41). After that start counting after the destruction of the Temple. And in 
Babylonia one writes in the Seleucide (-312) era 1000 years (= -1493). The following are the eight kings 
of the Greeks: Alexander the Macedonian, Potron (Antipatros), Shalimon (Ptolemy), Seleukos, Sntrvq 
(?), Antioch (Antonius), Antiochos, Gaius Caligula. From the war of Assuerus (Varus) to the war of 
Polemos who is Espasianos (Vespasian) 80 years (= 70 + 1). These were during the time of the Temple. 
From the war of Polemos who is Espasianos (Vespasian) to the war of Quietus (Trajan) 24 years (= 116 
– 70). From the war of Quietus (Trajan) to the war of Ben Koziba (Kosba) 16 years (= 132 – 116). 
The war of ben Koziba (Kosba) 2.5 years (= 135 – 132); that was 22 years (= 134 – 70) after the 
destruction of the Temple. As can be seen, more than half of the names are distorted and 
almost all durations and dates are wrong, which is paradoxical for a book on chronology. 
Even the most recent data (30 years earlier) are inaccurate because the true name of Koziba 
was Kosba and his war actually lasted 3.5 years (from December 131 CE until April 135 
CE) instead of 2.5 years. These numerous errors in dates and names show that oral 
transmission is not reliable (grapevine). On the contrary, an accurate transmission in names 
and dates proves that historical and chronological data come from eyewitnesses which have 
been written during their lifespan. This criterion enables to verify the authenticity and 
trueness of the biblical text. 
 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE A TRUTH, THAT IS THE TRUE QUESTION  
 

 The biblical text contains 
thousands of names and 
durations which enables to easily 
check its historical and 
chronological accuracy. The 
United Monarchy lasted 120 years 
from 1097 until 977 BCE (see 
Dating the Biblical Chronology) 
through 3 kings (Saul, David and 
Solomon). When the Jewish 
kingdom was split in 2 parts (in 
977 BCE), there were several 
mighty other well-known 
kingdoms which surrounded 
them. As the archaeological 
remains of this period are low, 
archaeologists believe that the 
United Monarchy was 
insignificant and that the biblical 
text is an exaggeration.  
 If ostraca in Paleo-
Hebrew are few, those quoting 
biblical passages are necessarily 
rarer because there is always a gap of several centuries between the moment a book is 
written and its dissemination to the public. Homer's books15, for example, were written 
around 850-800 BCE according to Herodotus (The Histories II:53) and the Chronicle of 
Paros marble, but the earliest fragments of papyrus (found in Egypt) of Homer's works are 
                                                                                                                                                       
15 V. BÉRARD, P. DEMONT, M.P. NOËL - L'Odyssée 
1996 Librairie Générale Française , Le Livre de Poche p. 12. 
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dating more than 500 years later (285-250 BCE) and the oldest complete manuscript is the 
Laurentianus dated around 1000 CE. 

 The excavations at Tell Qeiyafa (the camp enclosure 
of 1Samuel 17:20?) have identified the city Shaaraim16 which 
was inhabited until the reign of David (1Chronicles 4:31; 
1Samuel 17:52). The end of this city has been dated 1010 
+/- 40 BCE by Carbone 14 through olive pits found in the 
site. Not only this town dates back from the time of David 
but these excavations have also unearthed a Hebrew 
inscription (opposite figure), which reads: 
 

[...                                       your neighbour?] 
1) do not oppress, and serve G[od]. Despised by 
2) the judge, and the widow wept, he had the power 
3) over the foreign resident and the child, he suppressed them together. 
4) The men and the chiefs have established a king. 
5) Devoting <sixty> servants among the generations. 

 

 The text "uses verbs that were characteristic of Hebrew, such as asah "did" and 
‘abad "worked", which were rarely used in other regional languages. Particular words that 
appear in the text, such as almanah "widow" are specific to Hebrew and are written 
differently in other local languages. The content itself, it is argued, was also unfamiliar to all 
the cultures in the region besides that of Hebrew society. It was further maintained that the 
present inscription yielded social elements similar to those found in the biblical prophecies 
markedly different from those current in by other cultures that write of the glorification of 
the gods and taking care of their physical needs. This text describes a situation identical to 
that of the biblical text when the elders of Israel asked Samuel to enthrone a king (Saul) in 
order to replace his sons who became corrupt judges17 (1Samuel 8:1-5). The first (readable) 
line implicitly refers to a well-known passage of the Law of Moses18: do not exploit your 
neighbour (Leviticus 19:13). In May 2012 three large rooms have been discovered that were 
likely used as cultic shrines. While the Canaanites and Philistine practiced their cults in 
separate temples and shrines, they did not have separate rooms within the buildings 
dedicated only to religious rituals. This may suggest that the rooms did not belong to these 
two cultures. According to Garfinkel the decorations of cultic rooms lack any human 
figurines. He suggested that the population of Khirbet Qeiyafa observed at least two 
biblical bans, on pork and on graven images, and thus practiced a different cult than that of 
the Canaanites or the Philistines. 
 With the establishment of kingship in Israel the number of documents in Paleo-
Hebrew increases as well as texts referring to the Bible. However, documents relating to 
the early Judean kings (David and Solomon) are few because their reigns took place during 
a period of decline of the two great empires of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Among the 113 
kings in the Levant listed during the period 1000-600 BCE, including those of the Bible, 
only 16 are mentioned in inscriptions19. Despite the extent of their empire we know only 
very little action of most Egyptian and Babylonian kings during this period (except the 
                                                                                                                                                       
16 Y. GARFINKEL, S. GANOR -Khirbet Qeiyafa: Sha’arim 
in: The Journal of Hebrew Scriptures 8 (2008) article 22. 
Y. LEVIN –The Identification of Qeiyafa: A New Suggestion 
in: BASOR N°367 (August 2012) pp. 73-86. 
17 G. LEVAL –Ancient Inscription Refers to Birth of Israelite Monarchy. 
in: Biblical Archaeology Review  (May/June 2012), pp. 41-43, 70. 
18 E. PUECH –L'Ostracon de Khirbet Qeyafa et les débuts de la royauté en Israël 
in: Revue Biblique 117 (2010) pp. 162-184. 
19 A. MILLARD – King Solomon in his Ancient Context 
in: The Age of Solomon (Brill 1997) Ed by L.K. Handy p. 46. 
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name and the duration of their reign). According to the biblical text, the only outstanding 
action with the Israelites involved the Egyptian kingdom. Absence of archaeological 
remains of the famous temple of Solomon is due to the fact that it was destroyed by the 
Babylonians (in 539 BCE). In addition, when King Herod the Great restored the second 
temple, built on the remains of the previous one, he began by its foundations that had 
eliminated last Solomonic vestiges20 because, according to Josephus, Herod carried out a 
complete reconstruction of the temple (Jewish Antiquities XV:354, 380, 421). 
 Six clay seals from the 10th century BCE unearthed at Khirbet 
Summeily21, an early Iron Age site in southern Israel, suggest that there 
was more political complexity in the region at that time than had been 
previously thought. The very existence of those 6 bullae (right) strongly 
supports the idea that Khirbet Summeily was a “governmental 
installation” across the transitional Iron I/IIA (1000 BCE) landscape 
than has been acknowledged by many recent scholars who tend to dismiss trends toward 
political complexity occurring prior to the arrival of the Assyrians in the region in the later 
8th century BCE. If the great empires as Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia had no conflict with 
Israel during the reigns of David and Solomon (and therefore no document) this was not 
the case of many kingdoms around: Phoenicia and Syria in the north, Amon, Moab and 
Edom in the east, Philistia in the south, to mention only the most important. As these 
kingdoms have all disappeared after the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (605-562), their 
records do not exist for a long time, however two kings (those of Syria and Moab) erected 
steles attesting that a Judean kingdom was widely known at the 9th century BCE as House-
of-David. The first stele is that of Mesha, king of Moab, who gives his "victorious" version 
of the events recounted in 2Kings 3:4-27: As regards Mesha the king of Moab, he became a sheep 
raiser, and he paid to the king of Israel a 100,000 lambs and a 100,000 unshorn male sheep. And it 
came about that as soon as Ahab died, the king of Moab began to revolt against the king of Israel. 
Consequently King Jehoram went out on that day from Samaria and mustered all Israel (...) When the 
king of Moab saw that the battle had proved too strong for him, he at once took with him 700 men 
drawing sword to break through to the king of Edom; but they were not able to. Finally he took his 
firstborn son who was going to reign in place of him and offered him up as a burnt sacrifice upon the wall. 
And there came to be great indignation against Israel, so that they pulled away from against him and 
returned to their land. We also note (below) on the stele of Mesha the presence of "King of 
Israel" (line 5), "Yehowah" (line 18) and "the sheep of the land. And dwelt in Horonen the 
House-[of-D]avid" (line 31)22. This reading is disputed but as noted Lemaire the only letter 
that makes sense in the sentence line 31 is a D23. The name is spelled BT [D]WD without 
separation point (BYTDWD in Dan stele) implying a familiar expression at that time. 
 

 
                                                                                                                                                       
20 E.-M. LAPERROUSAZ – Les temples de Jérusalem 
Paris 2007 Éd. Non Lieu pp. 51-74, 104-120. 
21 J.W. HARDIN, C.A. ROLLSTON, J.A. BLAKELY - Iron Age Bullae from Officialdom's Periphery: Khirbet Summeily in Broader Context 
in: Near Eastern Archaeology Vol. 77:4 (The American Schools of Oriental Research. December 2014), pp. 299-301. 
22 E. LIPINSKI – On the Skirts of Canaan in the Iron Age 
in: Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 153 pp. 336-337. 
23 A. LEMAIRE - House of David" Restored in Moabite Inscription. A new restoration of a famous inscription reveals another mention of 
the "House of David" in the ninth century B.C.E. in: Biblical Archaeology Review 20:03 (Mai/Juin 1994) pp. 30-37. 
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 The other stela24 is that of Hazael, king of Syria (885-840), in which he assigns to 
him the simultaneous execution of two kings, Jehoram king of Israel and Ahazyahu king of 
the House of David, killed in fact by Jehu according to the biblical text: he went with Jehoram 
the son of Ahab to the war against Hazael the king of Syria at Ramoth-gilead, but the Syrians struck 
down Jehoram. So Jehoram the king returned to get healed at Jezreel from the wounds that the Syrians got 
to inflict upon him at Ramah when he fought Hazael the king of Syria. As for Ahazyahu the son of 
Jehoram the king of Judah, he went down to see Jehoram the son of Ahab in Jezreel, for he was sick (...) 
Jehoram the king of Israel and Ahazyahu the king of Judah went out, each in his own war chariot. As 
they continued on out to meet Jehu, they got to find him in the tract of land of Naboth the Jezreelite (...) 
And Jehu himself filled his hand with a bow and proceeded to shoot Jehoram between the arms, so that the 
arrow came out at his heart, and he collapsed in his war chariot (2Kings 8:28-9:29). In addition to 
biblical names Jehoram and Ahazyahu, we note the presence of the words "King of Israel" 
and "House of David" in lines 8 and 9 of this stele (below). 
 

 
 

1. [.....................].......[...................................] and cut [.......................] 
2. [.........] my father went up [....................f]ighting at/against Ab[....] 
3. And my father lay down; he went to his [fathers]. And the king of I[s-] 
4. -rael penetrated into my father's land[. And] Hadad made me-myself-king 
5. And Hadad went in front of me[, and] I departed from .........[.................] 
6. of my kings. And I killed two [power]ful kin[gs], who harnessed two thou[sand cha-] 
7. -riots and two thousand horsemen. [I killed Jeho]ram son of [Ahab] 
8. king of Israel, and I killed [Ahaz]yahu son of [Jehoram kin]g 
9. of the House of David. And I set [..............................................] 
10. their land ...[.....................................................................................] 
11. other ...[................................................................... and Jehu ru-] 
12. -led over Is[rael ...............................................................................] 
13. siege upon [......................................................................................] 

 

 The House of David was therefore well known in the 9th century BCE. The name 
David appears also among toponyms of the south of Palestine, on the list of Shoshenq I, as 
[ḥ3]-y-d-b-[i]3 d-y-w3-ti "[the heights?] of David25". Archaeologists who deny the existence of 
the kingdom of David and the use of annals at that time (c. 1000 BCE) are in bad faith. 
                                                                                                                                                       
24 A. LEMAIRE – Épigraphie palestinienne : Nouveau Documents. I. Fragment de stèle araméenne de Tell Dan (IXe s. av. J.-C.) 
in: Henoch 16 (1994) pp. 87-93. 
25 K.A. KITCHEN - On the Reliability of the Old Testament 
Cambridge 2003 Ed. W.B. Eerdmans pp. 93, 615. 
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 According to the biblical text, David defeated the Jebusites and took the stronghold 
of Zion (in 1050 BCE), which he transformed later (in 1020 BCE) as a capital for worship 
(1Chronicles 22:1-5). In order to strengthen Jerusalem he built big walls thanks to workers 
in stone sent by the king of Tyre, Hiram (1025-991): David proceeded to capture the stronghold of 
Zion, that is, the City of David (...) And David took up dwelling in the stronghold, and it came to be 
called the City of David; and David began to build all around from the Mound (Millo) and inward (...) 
Hiram the king of Tyre proceeded to send messengers to David, and also cedar trees and workers in wood 
and workers in stone for walls, and they began to build a house for David (2Samuel 5:7-11). The 
archaeological evidence concerning David's reign is poor and ambiguous. Jebusite 
Jerusalem, which he conquered, was located on a narrow spur demarcated on the east by 
the deep brook of Kidron, and on the west by the Tyropoeon Valley. Excavations on the 
steep eastern slope of this hill, above the spring of Gihon, have revealed an imposing 
edifice, known as the "stepped structure"; it is a huge retaining wall, preserved to a height 
of 16.5 m. The identification of this construction with David's "fortress of Zion" depends 
on the dating around 1000 BCE. The wall's location, on the summit of the hill above the 
Gihon Spring, would be more appropriate for David than for Solomon, whose acropolis 
was constructed farther north. Later during the period of the Monarchy, when the city 
expanded to the eastern slopes of the hill, this enormous structure became obsolete26. Iron 
Age I pottery were found under the Large-Stone Structure in different areas and in 
impressive quantities. Significantly, it is almost all badly worn. This suggests that these 
shards came from the very end of Iron Age I (1200-1000 BCE). This fill apparently already 
existed on the open area when the Large-Stone Structure was built. The Large-Stone 
Structure must have been built after this. In two rooms in the northern section of the 
Large-Stone Structure, a second phase of construction within the building was discovered. 
On the northeast edge of the building there may have even been a third phase, evidently 
intended to strengthen the structure by the addition of another internal wall. Pottery that 
relates to these later phases dates to Iron Age IIa. This means that the building had at least 
two, or perhaps even three, phases over a period of less than two centuries. So the first 
phase, when the structure was built, must have been close to the beginning of Iron Age IIa, 
probably around the middle of the tenth century BCE. One small clay vessel is particularly 
important. It is a delicate black-on-red juglet imported from Cyprus. It is in excellent 
condition, almost whole. It would not have survived in this condition if it had been 
subjected to any major upheaval. It seems likely that it was moved when the internal wall 
was added during the third phase of the building. The lovely red color and style of the 
juglet clearly dates to the tenth-ninth centuries BCE27. 
 In addition, a Hebrew inscription (opposite figure) 
on a fragment of a ceramic jar was found in 2012 near 
Jerusalem's Temple Mount. The fragment comes from a 
pithos, a large neckless ceramic jar, discovered together with 
pieces of 6 other large jars which had been employed to 
reinforce the earth under the second floor of a building 
which the archaeologists excavating the site identify as 
contemporary with the biblical period of David and 
Solomon, around 1000 BCE. Ahituv suggests that the script 
of the inciser is from the 11th–10th century BCE28. 
                                                                                                                                                       
26 A. MAZAR – Archeology of the Land of the Bible 
New York 1990 Ed. Doubleday pp. 368-375. 
27 A. MAZAR – Did I Find King David’s Palace? in: Bible History Daily 09/07/2012. 
28 E. MAZAR, D. BEN-SHLOMO; S. AHITUV – An Inscribed Pithos from the Ophel, Jerusalem 
in: Israel Exploration Journal 63/1 (2013): pp. 39-43. 
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 Archaeological support for Mazar's dating and attribution to a 10th-century Israelite 
king may have increased following finds at Khirbet Qeiyafa, viewed by some archaeologists 
and paleographers as confirming the existence of a centralized and powerful Israelite 
kingdom in the early 10th century. According to an article by Hershel Shanks in the Biblical 
Archaeology Review29, the findings refute Israel Finkelstein's assertion that at most the 
Hebrew population that existed in Jerusalem in that era was a "tribal chiefdom". In the 
article, Shanks contends that an Israelite fortress of this scale establishes the existence of a 
strong, centralized Israelite kingdom at the time of David. On the other hand, Finkelstein 
contests the averaging procedure used in the Khirbet Qeiyafa dating and claims that the 
large number of measurements from late Iron I sites in both the north and south of Israel 
and support the Low Chronology. His claim could be true if he has been using absolute 
chronology (+/- 1 year) but it is not the case. 
 The claim by Professor Mazar that she discovered the remains of David’s palace 
has provoked much discussion inside and outside of academic circles. Some archaeologists 
are sceptical about the findings and dismiss the claim that the foundation walls are the 
remains of David’s palace. These archaeologists contend the remains cannot be linked is 
David and his kingdom because they believe (as all atheists!) that this famous character is a 
myth. The discovery also has been rejected by Palestinians who say that a Jewish presence 
in Jerusalem is a religious myth created by Israelis in order to justify Jewish historical claims 
to the city. Palestinians claim that Israelis are trying to fit archaeological discoveries into a 
biblical context in order to justify Israel’s occupation of an Islamic holy place. To many 
Palestinians, Mazar’s claim is a further evidence of Jewish colonialism. If the dating of 
archaeological finds is disputed, it is not on scientific grounds (from absolute chronology), 
but due to religious prejudices (as atheism or anti-Semitism). 
 The archaeological remains of the Temple of Solomon are as weak as those of the 
City of David and arise the same difficulties of dating. A 3,000-year-old defensive wall 
likely built by King Solomon has been unearthed in Jerusalem (2010) by Dr. Eilat Mazar 
who led the dig for the Hebrew University of Jerusalem30. The 10th-century BCE wall is 70 
meters long and about 6 meters tall. It stands along what was then the edge of Jerusalem —
between the Temple Mount, still Jerusalem's paramount landmark, and the ancient City of 
David, today a modem-day Arab neighbourhood called Silwan. The stone barrier is part of 
a defensive complex that includes a gatehouse, an adjacent building, and a guard tower, 
which has been only partially excavated. A comparison of the latest finding with city walls 
and gates from the period of the First Temple, as well as pottery found at the site, enable to 
postulate with a great degree of assurance that the wall that has been revealed is that which 
was built by King Solomon in Jerusalem in the 10th century BCE. Pottery shards discovered 
within the fill of the lowest floor of the royal building near the gatehouse also testify to the 
dating of the complex to the 10th century BCE. 
 The city gates of Megiddo, Hazor, and Gezer were noted by Yigael Yadin as the 
illustration of a centralized, royal building operation attributable to Solomon at the 
beginning of 10th century BCE on archaeological grounds as well as on the basis of the 
biblical reference in 1 Kings 9:15-17: Now this is the account of those conscripted for forced labour 
that King Solomon levied to build the house of Jehovah and his own house and the Mound (Millo) and the 
wall of Jerusalem and Hazor and Megiddo and Gezer (Pharaoh the king of Egypt himself had come up 
and then captured Gezer and burned it with fire, and the Canaanites dwelling in the city he had killed. So 
he gave it as a parting gift to his daughter, the wife of Solomon) And Solomon went on to build Gezer and 
                                                                                                                                                       
29 H. SHANKS – Oldest Hebrew inscription' Discovered in Israelite Fort on Philistine border 
in: Biblical Archaeology Review, March/April 2010, p. 52. 
30 E. MAZAR – Discovering the Solomonic Wall in Jerusalem 
Leiden 2011 Ed. Shoham Academic Research and Publication. 
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Lower Beth-horon. The existence of the six-chamber gates (below) at the entrance of each city 
is unparalleled outside Israel and requires a simultaneous construction31. As these gates 
were restored by later kings, the dating of original buildings is ambiguous, however because 
Hazor and Megiddo belonged to the northern Israel (later Samaria) while Gezer, Ashdod 
and Lachish belonged to the southern Israel (later Judea) this simultaneity in building 
involves that it occurred only when the kingdom of Israel was united. 
 

 
 

 According to the biblical text, the kings of Tyre and Byblos were partners: Solomon's 
workmen and Hiram's workmen and the Giblites [Byblos workmen] cut and assembled the wood and 
stone for the building of the Temple (1Kings 5:32). This particular association is confirmed by the 
shape of the royal thrones. Indeed, the kings of Byblos used thrones of Egyptian 
inspiration (sphinx with lion paws such as the one of Tutankhamun), and this type of 
refined object influenced Solomon's workmen: The king also made a great ivory throne which he 
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New York 1990 Ed. Doubleday pp. 375-390. 
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overlaid with refined gold. The throne had 6 steps, a back with a rounded top, and arms on each side of the 
seat; 2 lions stood beside the arms, and 12 lions stood on each side of the 6 steps. Nothing like it has ever 
been made in any other kingdom (1Kings 10:18-20). At this time the kings of Byblos were 
Ahiram (1020-1000) and Ithobaal (1000-980). It is worth comparing Ahiram's throne 
carved on his sarcophagus32 with Solomon's throne. 
 The principal side shows Ahiram 
seated on a throne, with his feet resting 
on a triple-staged footstool. The side of 
the throne consists of a winged sphinx, 
having the body and feet of a lion and the 
head of a woman. The bearded king is 
clothed in a long, sleeved robe and holds 
in his left hand a lotus blossom. 
 Archaeologists believe that this is a fortuitous coincidence. It looks like the throne 
of Solomon, it is at the time of Solomon, nearby the country of Solomon, but it is not the 
throne of Solomon. However the accurate dating in 1Kings 6:37-38 proves that the report 
writer was an eyewitness because thanks to the development of calendar systems used in 
Palestine it is possible to date some biblical events. At the early 2nd millennium BCE there 
were only two major systems of dating: 1) the Mesopotamian calendar of Babylonian origin 
based on a lunar cycle beginning at 1st moon crescent with 12 month names and 2) the 
Egyptian civil calendar with 12 anonymous months of 30 days alongside a lunar calendar 
starting at the full moon. The absence of a temple with its priesthood forced the Israelites 
to use calendars where they were staying. It is thus possible to date their wanderings 
through various calendars they used (according to the biblical text, the Israelites stayed in 
Egypt for 215 years from 1748 to 1533 BCE and in Canaan after that date. The first temple 
was completed in 997 BCE and destroyed in 587 BCE. The Israelites deported into 
Babylon for 50 years returned to build the temple which was functional from 517 BCE and 
calendar months have been translated through their Babylonian equivalent). Babylonian 
calendar was gradually established in the whole western Orient. The city of Alalakh33, for 
example, adopted it about 1500 BCE. This calendar was also used in Palestine but the 
name of months was Canaanite34 at that time: 
 

 MESOPOTAMIAN   n° Season CANAANITE JULIAN 

I Nisannu 

 

7 1 Spring equinox Abib (Dt 16:1) March/April 
II Ayaru 8 2  Ziw (1K 6:1) April/May 
III Simanu 9 3  Matan May/June 
IV Du'uzu 10 4 Summer solstice Zebaḫ Šamaš June/July 
V Abu 11 5  Kiraru July/August 
VI Ululu [second] 12 6  Mapa‘a [Lepaniya] August/September 
VII Tashritu 1 7 Autumn equinox Ethanim (1K 8:2) September/October 
VIII Arahsamnu 2 8  Bul (1K 6:38) October/November 
IX Kisilimu 3 9  Marpa‘a(m) November/December 
X Tebetu 4 10 Winter solstice Pagruma December/January 
XI Shabatu 5 11  Pa‘alatu January/February 
XII Addaru 6 12  Ḥiyaru February/March 
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Princeton 1969 Ed. Princeton University Press pp. 157, 302. 
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34 J.A. WAGENAAR - Post-Exilic Calendar Innovations 
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 The Canaanite calendar was used in Phoenicia up to the 6th century BCE35. After 
the fall of Babylon, Jews of Judea adopted the Babylonian calendar, however their former 
religious calendar with its anonymous months was always favoured. The names of 
Babylonian months were used to reflect the rank of Jewish months: In the 4th year of King 
Darius, the word of Yahweh was addressed to Zechariah on the 4th [day] of the 9th month, in Chislev 
(Zechariah 7:1). This system of Babylonian origin used the names of Aramaic months36: 
 

n° BABYLONIAN OLD PERSIAN PALMYRIAN ARAMAIC JULIAN 

1 Nisannu Âdukanaiša Nisan Nisan (Est 3:7) March/April 
2 Ayaru θûravâhara Iyar Iyyar April/May 
3 Simanu θâigarči Siwan Siwan (Est 8:9) May/June 
4 Du'uzu Garmapada Quenian Tammuz June/July 
5 Abu θûrnabaxši Ab Ab July/August 
6 Ululu Garmabaxši Elul Elul (Ne 6:15) August/September 
7 Tashritu Bâgayâdi Tishri Tishri September/October 
8 Arahsamnu Vrkazada Kanun [Mar]heshwan October/November 
9 Kisilimu Âçiyâdiya Kislul Kislew (Zc 7:1) November/December 
10 Tebetu Anâmaka Tebeṭ Tebeth (Est 2:16) December/January 
11 Shabatu Zamimâ Shebet Shebat (Zc 1:7) January/February 
12 Addaru Viyaxna Adar Adar (Ezr 6:15) February/March 

 

 The biblical text uses the two words yeraḥ and hodeš to designate lunar months. The 
word hodeš, used to designate the new moon, comes from hadaš "new" (as in the name 
Carthage, Kart-hadešt "new city") and means "renewal", hence its meaning "new [moon]". 
The word yeraḥ "month" comes from the word yareaḥ "moon" and can be translated as 
"lunation". The word "full moon" (Proverbs 7:20) is kese or lebanah "the white one" (Isaiah 
30:26). Both words hodeš and yeraḥ used in the sense of "months" are not synonymous since 
Canaanite inscriptions37 found with the words hodeš yeraḥ ethanim which can be translated as: 
new lunation of Ethanim (1Kings 8:2). If the two words were synonymous the translation 
would be: month of month of Ethanim! This semantic nuance is important because in a lunar 
calendar beginning on the new moon, the two words "new [moon]" and "lunation" to 
designate a month may agree, but in a calendar starting at the full moon, lunation is the 
only appropriate word. Archaeology shows that the Jews of Judea used only the word hodeš 
"new [moon]" to designate month, whereas that the Jews of Egypt used only the word yeraḥ 
"lunation"38. We read, for example, on the ostracon of Arad n°7 (c. 600 BCE): to the 10th 
[month], the 1st of the month to the 6th of the month39. Upon entering Canaan, the Israelites used 
the Canaanite calendar40, the 1st (anonymous) month of their calendar becoming Abib. The 
Canaanites used the word yeraḥ referring to "month", that could be ambiguous for the 
Israelites because this term designated also a "month" starting at the full moon as in Egypt 
(the Jews of Elephantine have continued using yeraḥ). The term hodeš "month" starting at 
the 1st moon crescent (as in Syria) was so privileged in Palestine from 1000 BCE. Placing 
months according to chronology, we obtain the following changes in biblical calendars: 
                                                                                                                                                       
35 R.R. STIEGLITZ -The Phoenician-Punic Menology 
in: Boundaries of the Ancient Near Eastern World (Sheffield Academic Prsess, 1998) pp. 211–222. 
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  BIBLICAL CALENDAR  
period event yeraḥ hodeš month name reference 
-3000  [X] X numbered Genesis 7:11; 8:4,13,14; 10:26 

1800-1700 Stay in Egypt X X [numbered] Job 3:6; 7:3; 14:5; 21:21; 29:2; 39:2 
1700-1600  [X] [X] [numbered]  
1600-1500 Stay in Midian X [X] [numbered] Exodus 2:2,22 
1500-1400 Entry into Canaan X X Canaanite Deuteronomy 21:13, Exodus 23:15 
1400-1300  [X] X numbered Joshua 4:19 
1300-1200  [X] [X] ?  
1200-1100  [X] X ? Judges 11:37-39 
1100-1000  X X Canaanite 1Kings 6:37,38; 2Kings 8:2; Gezer 
1000 - 900 1st Temple and kingdom  X numbered 1Kings 12:32 
900-800   [X] [numbered]  
800-700   X numbered 2Chronicles 30:15 
700-609 Egyptian domination  [X] [numbered]  
609-587 1st Temple destroyed  X numbered 2Kings 25:27 
587-537 Stay in Babylon  [X] Babylonian  
537     - 2nd Temple  X Babylonian Zechariah 7:1 
      -330   X Babylonian Esther 2:16 
330-100   [X] Babylonian Hellenistic period 

-100+100 2nd Temple destroyed X X Babylonian Talmud, Targum 
 
 Archaeology has confirmed this chronological scheme since the word yeraḥ appears 
for the last time in the Gezer calendar dated around 950 BCE41 and the name of Canaanite 
months disappeared in Palestine at that time. The "Canaanite" dating in 1Kings 6:1 is 
therefore in full agreement with the construction of the temple in the early 10th century 
BCE. If the scribe who wrote the Book of Kings done it from an oral tradition after the 
Babylonian exile he would have used Babylonian months instead of Canaanite months. In 
addition the word yeraḥ was used at this time by the Jews in Egypt instead of hodeš in Judea. 
If the Pentateuch was written about 900 BCE instead of 1500 BCE (as always teach most 
German biblists)42, the scribes of that time would not have used the word yeraḥ. 
 Yosef Garfinkel’s “The Birth and Death of Biblical Minimalism” in the May/June 
2011 Biblical Archaeology Review created quite a stir. He controversially critiqued Biblical 
minimalism as profoundly undermined by an archaeological discovery. Citing the major 
archaeological discoveries of recent decades proving that David and Solomon ruled over a 
well-organized and fully urbanized Judahite state in the 10th century BCE and were not 
local chieftains governing a small territory as Israel Finkelstein argued with contempt: 
David’s kingdom was simply 500 people with sticks in their hands shouting and cursing and spitting43. 
The final 2013 field season at Khirbet Qeiyafa uncovered two monumental buildings. For 
example, the team uncovered a massive structure measuring over 10,000 square feet at the 
center of the site that reflects power and authority over the city, as well as the region44. 
Consequently two essential tenets of Biblical minimalism have to be rejected: the Low 
Chronology paradigm and the ethnic identification of Khirbet Qeiyafa. 
 According to archaeologists, as the archaeological remains in Israel before the 10th 
century BCE are insignificant, the number of inhabitants would be insignificant (there were 
around 500 wretched people in Jerusalem at that time according to Finkelstein!). This 
conclusion is insignificant because the "historical remains" coming from some Egyptians 
writings over the period 1200-1000 BCE are significant. 
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 The Israel Stela, dated III Shemu 3 year 5 of Merenptah (20 April 1211 BCE), is the 
oldest known inscription mentioning the people "Israel", it relates the following events 
(line 27): [All] Princes are prostrate, saying: “Shalam (Peace)”. Not one lifts up his head among the 
Nine Bows. Now that Tehenu (Libya) has come to ruin, Hatti is pacified; The Canaan has been 
plundered into every sort of woe: Askelon has been overcome; Gezer has been captured; Yenoam is made 
non-existent. Israel is laid waste; his offsprings are no longer; Hurru (Khor) is become a widow because of 
Egypt. All lands combined, they are at peace; Whoever roams about gets subdued by the King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt Merenptah45. Merenptah after having devastated Libya (first goal of his 
expedition) was delighted that Israel, mentioned as a people and not as a country, was laid 
waste and has no more any offsprings, that is to say any rulers. The pictogram of the word 
"seed" is composed of 3 grains so that the one of the inscription has only 1 and means 
"offspring/ posterity46" (only this latter sense fits the context). 
 

 
 

 Although the text of Merenptah is suggesting an intervention in Palestine, historical 
context shows that this Pharaoh led only two campaigns (in years 4 and 5 of his reign), first 
of all in order to stop the Libyan invasion47, and parallel some police operations to quell a 
Nubian insurgency and few rebel cities in the south of Canaan. Several clues prove that 
Merenptah did not go into Palestine: only few cities in southern Canaan (Askelon, Gezer) 
are mentioned; the name Palestine (Upper Retenu) does not appear in the stela of Israel; 
the pharaoh was delighted that Israel was laid waste but he never said he had caused it 
which he would certainly done if that had been the case because of his bragging. When 
Merenptah said: The Canaan has been plundered, he just meant: “Gaza area” has been plundered48. 
 The phrase "Israel is devastated, his descendants are no longer" is bewildering and 
raises three questions: 1) Is this description taken from real events or is it propaganda? 2) 
Why the term "Israel" is it used instead of the usual "Palestine (Upper Retenu)"? 3) Why 
the cause of the devastation of Israel is not indicated? The campaign in southern Palestine 
had to be real for the following reasons: it is well dated and localized, in addition, there is a 
very realistic representation of the "taking" of Ashkelon on a wall in Karnak49. However, 
although Seti I describe it as an overwhelming victory, it was in fact a police operation (and 
not a battle) to conduct an eviction, because men (and also some women!) are unarmed and 
were pleading Egyptian soldiers to be spared (without fighting). At that time the 
inhabitants of Ashkelon should be mainly Philistines. According to the biblical text (Judges 
1:1-19), the Israelites had invaded the cities of Gaza, Ashkelon and Ekron with (in 1463 
BCE), but could not conquer them because of the iron tanks of Philistines, these cities 
therefore remained under Philistine command. The Amarna letters show that their mayors 
were vassals of Egypt. Widya (Indo-Aryan name), for example, the mayor of Askelon, 
constantly reminds in his letters50 his allegiance to King Amenhotep IV. As the Egyptian 
letters are addressed only to the mayors of Canaan who were their vassals, the land of Israel 
does not appear (but only in an indirect way). 
                                                                                                                                                       
45 W.K. SIMPSON – The Literature of Ancient Egypt 
Cairo 2005 Ed. Yale University Press pp. 356-360. 
46 R.O. FAULKNER – A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian 
Oxford 2002, Ed. Griffith Institute p. 91. 
47 C. VANDERSLEYEN - L'Egypte et la vallée du Nil Tome 2 
Paris 1995 Éd. Presses Universitaires de France pp. 559-574. 
48 H.J. KATZENSTEIN -Gaza in the Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom 
in: Journal of the American Oriental Society 102:1 (1982) pp. 111-113. 
49 A. MAZAR – Archaeology of the Land of the Bible 
New York 1990 Ed. Doubleday p. 235. 
50 W.L. MORAN – Les lettres d'El-Amarna 
in: Littératures Anciennes du Proche-Orient 13 (Cerf 1987) pp. 543-547. 
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 Hori's satirical letter (Papyrus Anastasi I)51 confirms important points: the region of 
Canaan was reduced to the area around Gaza at that time52; the land of Israel had no 
contact with Egypt except with the tribe of Asher to the East of the city of Acco which 
was inhabited by the fearsome Shasu led by the famous Chief Qazardi53. This letter is dated 
during Sety II's reign (1207-1202) by Gardiner on paleographic grounds, in addition, the 
accurate topography given by Hori of the pass in a region which has been identified at el-
Ahwat's area corresponds to a short-lived site dating between 1220-1160 BCE54 and the 
virtual campaign in Syria he described is inspired from those of Sety I (same cities) and 
Menerptah (same enemies: Libyans associated with Sherden belonging to Sea Peoples)55. 
Hori describes a dangerous area infested with Shasu which fits accurately to the tribe of 
Asher (Joshua 17:7-11; 19:24-31): Thou hast not gone to the land of Hatti, thou hast not seen the 
land of Upi (Damascus area). Kedem (Lebanon?), thou knowest [not] its nature, nor Yegdy either. What 
is it like, the Simyra of Sessi (nickname of Ramses II) —life, prosperity, health!? On which side of it is the 
city of Aleppo? (19:1) What is its stream like ? Thou hast not gone forth to Kadesh [on Orontes] and 
Tubikhi. Thou hast not gone to the region of the Shasu with the bowmen of the army. Thou hast [not] 
trodden the road to the Magur, where the sky is darkened by day and it is overgrown with cypresses and 
oaks and cedars which reach the heavens. Lions are more numerous than leopards or bears, (and it is) 
surrounded by Shasu on (every) side of it. Thou hast not climbed the mountain of Shawe56, barefoot, thy 
hands laid upon [thy bow] (...) Thou awakest, (20:1) for it is the hour of starting in the sickly night. Thou 
art alone for the harnessing; no brother comes for a brother. The sneak-thieves have entered into [the] camp, 
the horse is untied, the ... has been lost in the night, and thy clothes have been stolen. Thy groom awoke in 
the night, saw what he had done, and took what was left. He has entered among those who are wicked, he 
has mingled with the Shasu tribes, and he has made himself into the likeness of an Asiatic (aamu). The foe 
had come to raid furtively and found thee inert. When thou awakest, thou findest no trace of them, and they 
have carried off thy property. (Thus) thou art become a fully equipped mahir, as thou fillest thy ear (...) 
Pray, teach me about the appearance of Qiyen, let me know Rehob, explain Beth-Shan and Tirqa-EL. 
The stream of (23:1) Jordan, how is it crossed? Let me know the way to pass Megiddo, which is above it. 
Thou art a mahir, experienced in deeds of heroism. A mahir such as thou art should be found (able) to 
stride at the head of an army! O maryanu, forward to shoot! Behold, the ambuscade is in a ravine 2000 
cubits deep, filled with boulders and pebbles. Thou makest a detour, as thou graspest the bow. Thou makest 
a feint to thy left, that thou mightiest make the chiefs to see, (but) their eyes are good and thy hand falters. 
"Abpaata kamô‘ ir, mahir ne‘am!" (Thus) thou makest a name for every mahir, officers of Egypt! Thy 
name becomes like (that of) Qazardi, the Chief of Asher, when the bear found him in the balsam tree. The 
narrow valley is dangerous with the Shasu, hidden under the bushes. Some of them are of 4 or 5 cubits 
(from) their noses to the heel, and fierce of face. Their hearts are not mild, and they do not listen to 
wheedling. Thou art alone; there is no messenger with thee, no army host behind thee. Qazardi57, the 
"famous Chief of Asher", is unknown but could look like Gideon who gathered an army 
                                                                                                                                                       
51 J.B. PRITCHARD - Ancient Near Eastern Texts 
Princeton 1969 Ed. Princeton University Press pp. 475-477. 
52 It reads: (27:1) [let me relate to] thee the [foreign countries] of the end of the land of the Canaan. Thou answerest me neither good nor evil; thou returnest me 
no report. Come, let [me] tell thee many things as far as the Fortress of the "Ways [of Horus]". I begin for thee with the "Dwelling of Sessi —life, prosperity, 
health!" Thou hast not trodden it at all. Thou hast not eaten the fish of ... ; thou hast not bathed in it. Pray, let me recall to thee Husayin —where is its fortress 
? Come now to the region of Uto of Sessi —life, prosperity, health!— in his stronghold of User-maat-Re —life, prosperity, health!— and Seba-El, and Ibsaqab 
(under Seti I). Let me tell thee the nature of Aiyanin. Thou knowest not its rules. Nekhes and Hebret, thou hast not seen them since thy birth. O mahir, where 
are they ? Raphia —what is its wall like? How many iters ("10 km") march is it as far as Gaza? Answer quickly! Make me a report, that I may call thee 
mahir and boast to others of thy name maryanu —so shall I speak to them. 
53 Y. AHARONI – The Land of the Bible 
Philadelphia 1979, Ed. The Westminster Press pp. 180-185. 
54 S. BAR, D. KAHN, J.J. SHIRLEY – Egypt, Canaan and Israel: History, Imperialism, Ideology and Literature 
Leiden 2011 Ed. Brill pp. 348-350. 
55 It reads: O alert scribe, understanding of heart, who is not ignorant at all, (17:3) torch in the darkness at the head of the troops — and it gives light to them! 
Thou art sent on an mission to Djahy (Phoenicia) at the head of the victorious army, to crush those rebels called Ne[h]arin. The bowmen of the army which is 
before thee amount to 1900; the Sherden 520, the Qehek 1600, the Meshwesh [100?], and the Negroes 880; total 5000 in all, not counting their officers. 
56 The Shawe (Saua) referred to by Tiglath-Pileser III as a mountain bordering on Mount Lebanon region. 
57 The name Qazardi, written q-3-d-3-ÿ-r-d-ÿ-y and pronounced Qadjaildiye, could be Hebrew (קצרידי ? "Short is my hand"). 
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drawn from several tribes which were dwelling in Asher's area (Judges 6:33-40). Gideon's 
exploits (in 1299 BCE) had to be famous since Sanchuniation, a Phoenician writer, knew 
them. It is noteworthy that Hori's satirical letter was copied with a lot of variations and 
many proper names have been distorted58. 
 

 
 

 For Egyptians, over the period 1200-1000 BCE, Israel was populated by feared 
Bedouins (Israelites). The current heated debate on the relationship between history, the 
Bible and archaeology focuses on the 10th century BCE, the time of David and Solomon59. 
As historians were saying for a long time: chronology is the backbone of history. Using a partial 
and relative chronology, as archaeologists do, implies finding a partial and relative truth, 
but the using of an absolute chronology (+/- 1 year) enables finding an absolute truth. 
                                                                                                                                                       
58 C. TANTAOUI – La lettre satirique d'Hori, le papyrus Anastasi I et les textes parallèles, Volume II 
Paris 1987 Thèse de doctorat en égyptologie Paris 3, pp 272-408. 
59 in: Bible History Daily 06/19/2012 (BAS) “The Great Minimalist Debate”. 
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 Lifespans of each character are calculated by crossing the set of biblical data60: 
 

King of Judah Reign # King of Israel Reign # Reference 
Saul  1097-1057 40 United Monarchy   Acts 13:21 
David 1057-1017 40    2Samuel 5:4 
Solomon 1017 - 977 40    1Kings 11:42 
Rehoboam 977-960 17 Jeroboam I 10/977          - 

           -05/955 
22 1Kings 14:20-21 

Abijam 960-957   3 
Asa 957     - 

 
 
 
 

     -916 

41 Nadab 06/955-05/954   2 1Kings 15:10,25 
Baasha 06/954-04/931 24 1Kings 15:28,33 
Elah 05/931-04/930   2 1Kings 16:8 
Zimri 05/930 7 d. 1Kings 16:10-16 
Omri/ 06/930-05/919/ 12 1Kings 16:21-23 
[Tibni] [06/930-01/925]   6  

Jehoshaphat 916     - 
     -891 

25 Ahab 06/919-01/898 22 1Kings 16:29 
Ahaziah 02/898-01/897   2 1Kings 22:51 

Jehosaphat/Jehoram [893-891]  [2] Jehoram Ahab's son 02/897-09/886 12 2Kings 3:1 
Jehoram 893     - 

      -885 
  8 [Ahaziah]/ Joram [07/887-09/886]   1 2Kings 9:29 

Ahaziah 10/886-09/885   1 2Kings 9:24,27 
[Athaliah] Jehoyada 885-879   6 Jehu 10/885-03/856 28 2Kings 10:36 
Joash 879     - 

      -839 
40 Jehoahaz 04/856-09/839 17 2Kings 10:35; 13:1 

Jehoahaz/ Jehoash [01/841-09/839]   2 2Kings 13:10 
Amasiah 839     - 

      -810 
29 Jehoash 09/839-01/823 16 2Kings 13:10 

Jeroboam II 01/823-05/782 41 2Kings 14:23 
Uzziah 
[Azariah] 
 

810     - 
[796     - 

 
 

      -758 

52 [Zechariah] 06/782-02/771 [11] 2Kings 14:29 
Zechariah 03/771-08/771 6 m. 2Kings 15:8 
Shallum 09/771 1 m. 2Kings 15:13 
Menahem 10/771-03/760 10 2Kings 15:17 
Peqayah 04/760-03/758   2 2Kings 15:23 

Jotham 758-742 16 Peqah 04/758-05/738 20 2Kings 15:27 
Ahaz 742-726 16 [Hosea] 06/738-01/729   9 2Kings 15:27-30 
Hezekiah 726-697 29 Hosea 02/729-09/720   9 2Kings 17:1,3 
Manasseh 697-642 55    2Kings 21:1 
Amon 642-640   2    2Kings 21:19 
Josias 640-609 31    2Kings 22:1 
Jehoachaz -609 3 m. Not anointed kings   2Chronicles 36:2 
Jehoiaqim 609-598 11 and not buried in   2Chronicles 36:5 
Jehoiachin -598 3 m. the City of David   2Chronicles 36:9 
Zedekiah 598-587 11    2Chronicles 36:11 
Jehoiachin 587-561 26 King in exile   2Kings 25:27-28 
 
Character Lifespan duration as ruler duration Reference 
Eli (Philistines) 1220-1122 98 years 1162-1122 (40 years) 1Samuel 4:15,18 
Samson [1162-1102] [40 years] 1122-1102 (20 years) Judges 16:29-31 
Samuel [1162-1062] [100 years]  - 1Samuel 1:24,25; 25:1 
Joel & Abijah [1142-1092] [50 years] 1102-1097 (5 years) 1Samuel 8:1-3 
Saul 1129-1057 72 years 1097-1057 40 years Acts 13:21 
Jonathan 1115-1057 58 years  - 2Samuel 1:4 
Ish-bosheth 1097-1050 47 years 1057-1055  2 years 2Samuel 2:10 
David 1087-1017 70 years 1057-1017 40 years 2Samuel 5:4 
Absalom 1055-1029 26 years [1030-1029] [ 1 year ] 2Samuel 15:7 
Adonijah 1054-1016 38 years [1017-1016] [ 1 year ] 1Kings 1:5-18 
Salomon 1035-977 58 years 1017-977 40 years 1Kings 11:42; 14:21 
Roboam (JUDAH) 1018-960 58 years 977-960 17 years 1Kings 14:21 
Jeroboam I (ISRAEL) [1010-955] [55 years] 977-955 22 years 1Kings 14:20 

  

                                                                                                                                                       
60 FLOYD NOLEN JONES – The Chronology of the Old Testament 
Green Forest 2007 Ed. Master Books pp. 99-104. 
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year PHARAOH   KING OF ISRAEL     
1098 Ramses XI  19  4 Joel & Abijah  1Samuel 8:1-22 
1097   20  5 (last judges)   
1096   21 Saul 1  0 1Samuel 14:49 
1095   22  2  1 1Chronicles 8:33 
1094   23  3  2  
1093   24  4  3  
1092   25  5  4  
1091   26  6  5  
1090 Smendes  1  7  6 Beginning of Dynasty 21 
1089   2  8  7  

         
1066   25  31  30  
1065   26  32  31  
1064 Psusennes I 1 1  33  32  
1063 /Amenemnesut 2 2  34  33  
1062  3 3 Samuel died 35  34 1Samuel 25:1 
1061  4 4  36  35  
1060   5  37  36  
1059   6  38  37  
1058   7  39  38  
1057   8  40  39 Actes 13:21 
1056   9 David 1 Ish-bosheth 40 2Samuel 2:10 
1055   10 (in Hebron) 2  41  
1054   11  3    
1053   12  4    
1052   13  5    
1051   14  6    
1050   15 (in Jerusalem) 7   2Samuel 2:11 
1049   16  8    
1048   17  9    
1047   18  10    
1046   19  11    
1045   20  12    
1044   21  13    
1043   22  14    
1042   23 Enemies defeated 15 Hadadezer/ To‘y  2Samuel 8:1-15 

      (Zobah/ Hamath)  1Chronicles 18:9 
1020   47 City of David 37 Hiram  1Chronicles 22:1-5 
1019   46  38 (Tyre)  2Samuel 5:7-11 
1018 Amenemope 47 1  39 Solomon (age) 16 1Chronicles 23:1;26:31 
1017  48 2  40  17 2Samuel 5:4 
1016  49 3 Solomon 1  18 1Kings 2:11-12 
1015   4  2    
1014 Pharaoh's daughter  5  3   1Kings 2:39; 3:1 
1013   6 Temple founded 4 Hiram/ [Ahiram]  1Kings 6:5-37 
1012   7  5 (Tyre/ Byblos)   
1011   8  6    
1010   9  7    
1009 Osorkon the Elder  1  8    
1008   2  9    
1007   3  10    
1006   4 Temple finished 11  0 1Kings 6:38 
1005   5  12  1 1Kings 7:1 
1004   6  13  2  
1003 Siamun  1  14  3  
1002   2  15  4  
1001   3  16  5  
1000   4  17  6  
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999   5  18  7  
998   6  19  8  
997   7  20  9  
996   8  21  10  
995   9  22  11  
994 Psusennes III 1 10  23  12  
993 (Pharaoh's daughter) 2 11 Gezer burned 24  13 1Kings 9:1,10,16,17 
992  3 12  25 Queen of Sheba  1Kings 10:1-10 
991  4 13  26    
990  5 14  27    
989  6 15  28    
988  7 16 Jubilee ignored 29   (Jeremiah 34:17) 
987  8 17  30    
986  9 18  31    
985 (Tahpenes) 10 19 Pharaoh's wife 32 Hadad of Edom  1Kings 11:14-22 
984 Psusennes II 11   33 (an opponent)   
983  12   34    
982  13   35    
981  14   36    
980 Shoshenq I  1  37   Beginning of Dynasty 22 
979 Flight of Jeroboam  2  38   1Kings 11:40-42 
978   3  39    
977   4  40    
976   5 Rehoboam 1 Jeroboam 1 1Rois 14:20,21 
975   6  2  2  
974   7  3  3  
973   8  4  4  
972 Jerusalem attacked  9  5  5 2Chronicles 12:2-13 
971   10  6  6  
970   11  7  7  
969   12  8  8  
968   13  9  9  
967   14  10  10  
966   15  11  11  
965   16  12  12  
964   17  13  13  
963   18  14  14  
962   19  15  15  
961   20  16  16  
960   21  17  17  
959 Osorkon I  1 Abiya 1 18 18 1Kings 15:1,2 
958   2  2 19 19  
957   3  3 20 20 1Kings 15:9,10 
956   4 Asa 1 21 21  
955   5  2 22     Nadab 22 1Kings 15:25 
954   6  3 23     Baasha 1 1Kings 15:28,33 
953   7  4 24 2  
952   8  5 25 3  
951   9  6 26 4  
950   10  7 27 5  
949   11  8 28 6  
948   12  9 29 7  
947 (Zerah)  13  10 30 8 2Chronicles 14:1-13 
946   14  11 31 9  
945   15  12 32 10  
944   16  13 33 11  
943   17  15 34 12  
942   18  15 35 13 2Chronicles 15:10 
941   19 (Ben-Hadad I) 16 36 14 2Chronicles 16:1-3 
940   20 (950-920) 17  15  
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A RELATIVE/ ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY FOR A RELATIVE/ ABSOLUTE TRUTH 
 

 As one can see in the previous board, numerous biblical events during the United 
Monarchy are precisely dated, this is far from legendary tales like "once upon a time, there 
was a long time", several of them61 have left archaeological evidence which are datable: 
 

n° Biblical event in: Archaeological evidence (location) dating 
1 Saul is enthroned -1097 A Hebrew is established king (Qeiyafa) -1040 < 
2 David took the stronghold of Zion -1050 Large-Stone Structure (Gihon Spring) 1200-1000 
3 To‘y King of Hamath -1042 Taita King of Hamath (Aleppo) 1090-1000 
4 City of David' wall -1020 Stone barrier (Gihon Spring) 1050-950 
5 Hiram King of Tyre -1019 [Hiram] King of Tyre 1025-991 
6 [Ahiram] King of Byblos -1013 Ahiram King of Byblos 1020-1000 
7 First temple finished -1006 Stone barrier (Silwan) 1000-900 
8 Gezer burned [by Siamun] -993 Gezer burned during Siamun's reign 1003-984 
9 Flight of Jeroboam into Shishak's land -979 Shoshenq I's reign 980-959 
10 Jerusalem attacked by Shishak -972 Shoshenq I's campaign in Palestine -975 +/- 5 

 

 The archaeological dating by means of stratigraphy (pottery style) or 14C (n° 1, 3) 
are usually very imprecise. Walls and stone structures (n° 2, 4, 7) are dated only by 
stratigraphy which is accurate around +/- 50 years and a beam of Aleppo temple attributed 
to Taita62, name derived from the Hurrian word Taḫḫe.ta "of man", abbreviated as Taḫḫe 
which explained the T‘Y vocalization in Hebrew, has been dated63 -1045 +/- 45 by 14C. 
The king of Hamath defeated by David is named either To‘î (2Samuel 8:9-10), To‘û 
(1Chronicles 18:9-10) or Thôa (LXX). Ahiram King of Byblos is dated approximately 
around 1000 BCE by paleography64 (+/- 50 years?). 
 The claim of archaeology in wanting to date past events is a deception because of 
the very low precision obtained in the dating (+/- 50 years) or due to the lack of 
archaeological remains (usual case) which prevents any dating. The historical dating by 
means of synchronisms, without being absolute (+/- 1 year), is ten times more accurate 
(+/- 5 years) than the archaeological dating. As the succession of kings of Byblos is: 
Ahiram, Ithobaal, Abibaal, Yehimilk, Elibaal and Shipitbaal65 and Abibaal was a 
contemporary of Shoshenq I (980-959) and Elibaal was a contemporary of Osorkon I66 
(959-924) and assuming an average reign of 20 years, like for the kings of Tyre at this time, 
the reign of Ahiram is to be around 1020-1000. The detailed reports of Josephus enable the 
establishment of an accurate chronology of the kings of Tyre (Against Apion I:106-127; 
Jewish Antiquities VIII:141-149, 316-324). However, during the United Monarchy, among 
all chronologies used (for dating the kingdoms of Tyre, Hamath, Byblos, Moab, Damascus, 
etc.) the only one that is anchored on absolute dates is the Egyptian chronology67. 
 The biggest archaeological paradox comes from the Egyptian archaeology of this 
time (1200-850). Indeed, archaeologists calibrate their chronology based on stratigraphy 
relying on the chronology calculated by Egyptologists, who use the chronology of Kitchen, 
who himself uses the biblical chronology calculated by Thiele, which is wrong of about 45 
                                                                                                                                                       
61 Queen of Sheba, Hadad of Edom and Tahpenes Pharaoh's wife have not yet been found (2013). 
62 K. KOHLMEYER – Zur Datierung der Skulpturen von ‘Ain Dara 
in: Fundstellen: Gesammelte Schriften zur Ärchäologie und Geschichte Altvorderasiens ad honorem Hartmut Kühne (Harrassowitz, 2008) p. 122 n. 12. 
in: Near Eastern Archaeology 72 (2009) pp. 190-202. 
63 This king Taita could appear only after -1075, because it is not mentioned in the campaigns of Tiglath-Pileser I (1115-1076). 
64 E.M. COOK – On the Linguistic Dating of the Phoenician Ahiram Inscription (KAI 1) 
in: Journal of Near Eastern Studies 53:1 (Jan., 1994), pp. 33-36. 
65 S. MOSCATI – The World of Phoenicians 
London 1968 Ed. Weidenfeld and Nicolson pp. 10-11. 
66 A. LEMAIRE - La datation des rois de Byblos Abibaal et Élibaal et les relations entre l’Égypte et le Levant au Xe siècle av. notre ère. 
in: Comptes-rendus des séances de l'Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 150e année, N. 4, 2006. pp. 1697-1716. 
67 This destruction of the Hittite Empire by the Sea Peoples is dated in Ramses III's year 8 and in Meli-Shipak's year 2 (October 1185 
BCE). A lunar eclipse (17 March 851 BCE) mentioned in the Osorkon Chronicle is dated on 29 Shemu IV in Takelot II's year 15. 
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years near 900 BCE68. To sum up: archaeologists use a wrong biblical chronology (from 
Thiele) in order to prove that the biblical chronology is wrong! One can check that most 
Egyptologists use the chronology of Kitchen69, who used the biblical chronology calculated 
by Thiele70, to anchor the chronology of the 22nd dynasty. Kitchen proposed to situate the 
attack on Jerusalem by Shoshenq I during his campaign in Palestine (mentioned on a stele 
dated his 21st and final year of reign) dated the 5th year of Rehoboam (1Kings 14:25-26, 
2Chronicles 12:2-9). Then basing on Thiele's chronology dating the reign of Rehoboam 
(930-913), Kitchen fixed the 5th year in 925 (= 930 - 5), assuming that the campaign had to 
take place just before year 21, which fixes the accession of Shoshenq I in 945 (= 925 + 20). 
As the biblical chronology of Thiele (used by Kitchen) is wrong of about 45 years it cannot 
be used to anchor the chronology of the 22nd dynasty. 
 The chronology of the Third Intermediate Period (Dynasties 21, 22 and 23) is 
approximate due to numerous variants in the sequence of pharaohs and also in the length 
of certain reigns71, for example: 
 

 Dynasty 22 Dodson Grimal Kitchen Krauss Redford von Beckerath 
1 Shoshenq I 948-927 945-924 945-924 943-923 931-910 946-925 
2 Osorkon I 927-892 924-889 924-889 922-886 910-896 925-890 
3 Shoshenq IIa 895 890-889 890 873  877-875 
4 Takelot I 892-877 889-874 889-874 887-874 896-873 890-877 
5 Osorkon II 877-838 874-850 874-850 872-842 873-844 875-837 
6 Takelot II 841-815 850-825 850-825 845-821 844-819 841-816 
7 Shoshenq III 838-798 825-773 825-773 841-803 819-767 837-785? 
 Shoshenq IV 798-786      
8 Pamiu 786-780 773-767 773-767 789-784 767-763 785-774 
9 Shoshenq V 780-743 767-730 767-730 783-746 763-725 774-735 
 [Pedubastis II] 743-733 [680-665] [680-665] [680-665] [680-665] [680-665] 

10 Osorkon IV 733-715 730-715 730-715 730 720-711  
 
 As we can see, the different chronologies of the 22nd dynasty are still fairly close to 
that proposed by Kitchen. In order to defend his choices of dating he has provided the 
following arguments72 concerning mainly two controversial reigns: 
1) The reign of Osorkon IV (called [U]shilkanni in the stele of Sargon II dated year 7) 

must be ended after 715 BCE and before 712 BCE, because the Tang-i-Var inscription 
clearly places Yamani's flight by ship in year 10 of Sargon II (722-705). 

2) The reign of Osorkon II is higher than 24 years, but it might be due to co-rulers such 
as: Osorkon II (874-840), Takelot II (843-818) and Shoshenq III (825-786). 

 The solution proposed by Kitchen (several not attested co-regencies) is very 
complex (the postponement of the date of Shoshenq I's accession of two decades would be 
more logical), in addition, Aston73 showed, by reconstructing the genealogy of two Theban 
families, that the reign of Osorkon II should be 40-45 years74 instead of 25 usually 
accepted. The reign of Osorkon II is probably around 44/45 years, which is consistent with 
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the sed-festivals mentioned on some reliefs of Osorkon II at Bubastis where ancient 
inscriptions name a 1st sed-festival (year 30), a repetition of sed-festival (year 33) and a 3rd 
time (year 39) or 4th time (year 42) of celebrating it75. 
 The only right way to date the beginning of the 22nd dynasty is to date the end of 
the 21st dynasty, because the chronology of these dynasties can be fixed by 14C dating76 
(highlighted in grey), by synchronisms with the Babylonian and Assyrian chronologies or 
by some astronomical phenomena (highlighted in blue): 
 

 Dynasty 19-25 Reign 
(Grimal) 

Reign 
(14C) 

Length 
(Grimal) 

Length according 
to synchronisms 

Reign according 
to synchronisms 

 Dynasty 19      
5 Sety II 1202-1196 1206-1200   6 years     5 years 11/1207-10/1202 
6 [Amenmes] 1202-1196 1209-1200   [6 years]    [4 years] [04/1206-03/1202] 
7 Siptah 1196-1188 1200-1194   8 years     6 years 11/1202-10/1196 
 -Tausert  1194-1192    1 year 6 months 11/1196-04/1194 
 Dynasty 20      
1 Sethnakht 1188-1186 1192-1189   3 years   3 years 5 months 11/1196-03/1192 
2 Ramses III 1186-1154 1189-1158 31 years 31 years 1 month 04/1192-04/1161 
3 Ramses IV 1154-1148 1158-1152   6 years   6 years 8 months 05/1161-12/1155 
4 Ramses V 1148-1144 1152-1148   4 years   3 years 2 months 01/1154-02/1151 
5 Ramses VI 1144-1136 1148-1140   8 years   7 years ? months 03/1151-02/1144 
6 Ramses VII 1136-1128 1140-1133   7 years   7 years 1 month 03/1144-03/1137 
7 Ramses VIII 1128-1125 1133-1130 *3 years*              3 months? 04/1137-06/1137 
8 Ramses IX 1125-1107 1130-1112 18 years 18 years 4 months 07/1137-10/1119 
9 Ramses X 1107-1098 1112-1103 *9 years*   2 years 5 months 11/1119-03/1116 
10 Ramses XI 1098-1069 1103-1073 *30 years*   26 years 1 month? 04/1116-04/1090 
 Dynasty 21      
1 Smendes 1069-1043 1073-1046 26 years 26 years 1090-1064 
2 Amenemnesut 1043-1039 1046-1042  4 years [ 4 years] [1064-1060] 
3 Psusennes I 1039-993 1042-997 46 years 46 years 1064-1018 
4 Amenemope 993-984 997-989   9 years   9 years 1018-1009 
5 Osorkon the Elder 984-978 989-xxx   6 years   6 years 1009-1003 
6 Siamun 978-959  19 years 19 years 1003-984 
7 Psusennes II/III 959-945  14 years 14 years 994-980 
 Dynasty 22 -945    -980 
1 Shoshenq I 945-924  21 years 21 years 980-959 
2 Osorkon I 924-889  35 years 35 years 959-924 
3 Shoshenq II 890-889   1 year   2 years 924-922 
 Shoshenq IIb -  - - 922 
4 Takelot I 889-874  15 years 13 years 922-909 
5 Osorkon II 874-850  *24 years* 44 years 909-865 
6 Takelot II 850-825  25 years 25 years 865-840 
7 Shoshenq III 825     -  40 years 40 years 840-800 
 Shoshenq IV       -773  12 years 12 years 800-788 
8 Pamiu 773-767    6 years   6 years 788-782 
9 Shoshenq V 767-730  37 years 37 years 782-745 
10 Osorkon IV 730-716 xxx-712 *14 years* 33 years 745-712 
 Dynasty 25      
4 Shabaka 716-702  14 years 18 years 730-712 
5 Shabataka 702-690  *12 years* 23 years 712-689 
6 Taharqa 690-664  26 years 26 years 689-663 
 Dynasty 26      
1 Psammetichus 663-609  54 years 54 years 663-609 
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DATING THE 20TH DYNASTY  
 
 The dating of the reign of Sethnakht (1192-1189) by Carbon-14 is good (+/- 12 
years), but it does decrease (non-linearly) gradually77 as one approaches the period 780-420 
in which no estimations are possible (because of multiple values): 
 

 
 

 The violent crisis that hit the eastern Mediterranean caused the ruin of the great 
empires of the Bronze Age, which the Trojan War is the most famous episode, is exactly 
dated year 8 of Ramesses III. Thebes, Lefkandi, Tiryns, Mycenae and Pylos in mainland 
Greece and Chania in Crete, were ransacked and sometimes completely destroyed. Most of 
these cities and their palaces were burned. In Anatolia, among the most important sites, 
archaeological levels similarly destroyed are found and which dates from the same period. 
Hattusha, the Hittite capital, was sacked and burned just like the major cities of Cyprus. On 
the north coast of Syria, the flourishing city of Ugarit was destroyed and never inhabited 
thereafter. Mesopotamia was preserved as the wave of devastation did not extend to the 
east78, and it was the Egyptians who alone could stop it. 
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 The temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu contains an account of this victory over 
the Sea Peoples. The identification of these peoples as their reasons for migration are 
poorly understood, however, these events are precisely dated. The great Alexandrian 
scholar Eratosthenes (276-193), for example, dated the famous Trojan War in -1184. 
Manetho79, while confirming the 7-year reign of Queen [Siptah]/Tausert (1202-1194) states: 
Thouôris, (...) at the time when Troy was taken, reigned 7 years (Tausert actually reigned, from 1195 
to 1194, at the beginning of the war, 10 years before the destruction of Troy)80. This 
destruction coincides with the fall of the Hittite Empire dated indirectly in year 8 of 
Ramesses III and in year 2 of Meli-Shipak (the last texts from Emar are dated [-]/VI2/2 
and 6/VII/[2] of Meli-Shipak)81, in October -1185. This war led by the Sea Peoples had to 
be spread over less than one year because, according to the inscription of Ramses III, all 
countries (Hatti, the coast of Cilicia, Carchemish, Cyprus, etc.) were "destroyed all at once" 
and, according to the text of Homer (Odyssey XIV:240-280), the sacking of the city of 
Priam [Troy], after 10 years of fighting, was followed "in less than 1 month" by the cruise 
of Achaeans to Egypt and the sacking of its wonderful fields. As year 2 of Meli-Shipak is 
dated in 1185 BCE, Ramses III's accession has to be dated in 1192 (= 1185 +8 – 2 +1)82. 
Using all the dates of accession combined with the highest dates83, it is possible to 
completely reconstruct the chronology of the 20th dynasty: 
 

Pharaoh Accession's date Highest date Length of the reign Reign 
Sethnakht I Peret 2?   4   3 years 5 months 11/1196-03/1192 
Ramses III I Shemu 26 32  III Shemu 14 31 years 1 month 04/1192-04/1161 
Ramses IV III Shemu 15   7  III Akhet 29?   6 years 8 months 05/1161-12/1155 
Ramses V IV Akhet 1?   4  IV Akhet 30   3 years 2 months 01/1154-02/1151 
Ramses VI I-II Peret?   7  III Akhet 8   7 years ? months 03/1151-02/1144 
Ramses VII IV Peret ?   7  II Shemu 16   7 years 1 month 03/1144-03/1137 
Ramses VIII ?   1  I Peret 2              4 months? 03/1137-07/1137 
Ramses IX I Akhet 21 19  IV Akhet  18 years 4 months 07/1137-10/1119 
Ramses X I Peret 27   3  IV Akhet   2 years 5 months 11/1119-03/1116 
Ramses XI IV Shemu 28 27  IV Shemu 8   26 years 1 month? 04/1116-04/1090 
[Herihor] year 19 Ramses XI? 12? [13 years ?] [1098?-1085?] 

 

 The end of the 20th dynasty is poorly determined due to an "age of rebirth" 
(Herihor?) starting in year 19 of Ramses XI. The Story of Wenamun, dated year 5 of 
Smendes84, suggests that this pharaoh ruled in parallel with Herihor, a priest king, after the 
death of Ramses XI. It seems that the weakening of the royal function enabled Heriror, 
high priest of Amon, to steal some royal prerogatives. In his account, Wenamun said that 
he had been sent to Palestine by Smendes (at Tanis) and his wife Tanetamon, without 
specifying the title of the Pharaoh, only saying that Smendes and Heriror were the 
"magnates of Egypt." Wenamun reminded that: I have not done to you what was done to 
Khaemwase's [birth name of Ramses XI] envoys when they had spent 17 years in this land. According 
to this last remark, year 5 refers to Smendes, successor of Ramses XI, not Heriror. 
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DATING THE 21ST DYNASTY 
 
 The chronology of the 21st dynasty can be calculated mainly thanks to the duration 
of reigns from the very reliable old document called Africanus85. We can compare this list 
with that of Eusebius86, as well as the highest dates of each reign87: 
 

 Pharaoh 
(21st dynasty) 

Africanus Dated documents of the reign Length of 
the reign 

Reign 

1 Smendes 26 years 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25 26 years 1090-1064 
3 Psusennes I 46 years 6, 7, 8, 19, 27, 30, 40, 48, 49 46 years 1064-1018 
2 Amenemnesut   4 years -   4 years [1064-1060] 
4 Amenemope   9 years 1, 3, 5, 10?   9 years 1018-1009 
5 Osorkon the Elder   6 years 2   6 years 1009-1003 
6 Siamun   9 years 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17 [1]9 years 1003-984 
7 Psusennes II/III 14 years 5, 11, 13? 14 years 994-980 
1 Shoshenq I 21 years 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 21 21 years 980-959 
2 Osorkon I 15 years 1-4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 23, 33 [3]5 years 959-924 

3-5 Shoshenq II, A, B 25 years 3?   2 years 924-922 
6 Takelot I 13 years 5?, 8?, 9, 13/14?, 14? 13 years 922-909 

 

 The list of Africanus is confirmed by the highest dates of reigns, except in three 
cases: year 49 of Psusennes I (instead of 47, maximum), year 17 of Siamun (10 maximum) 
and year 35 of Osorkon I (16 maximum). These differences may be explained in various 
ways (copying mistakes, presence of co-regencies, etc.). There are two difficulties: 1) the 
low number of dates explicitly linked to the pharaoh's name (underlined values), which is 
why some Egyptologists have not kept the same values88 and 2) the presence of several co-
regencies which the way how they were counted is unknown. The year 49 of Psusennes I 
(Papyrus Brooklyn 16.205) can be explained by a co-regency with another pharaoh89. This 
Pharaoh seems to have prevailed in the North for 4 years with Amenemnesut in the South, 
then alone after his death90 and towards the end of his reign (after year 46) he co-ruled with 
(his son?) Amenemope. If this co-regency lasted 3 years, the last year of the reign of 
Psusennes I is the year 49 (= 46 + 3). This year 49 is followed by the year 4 of 
Amenemope which can be interpreted as two dates separated by one year. The inscription 
dated I Shemu 1 of year 17 in the annals of a priest of Karnak under Siamun led to 
postulate a reign of 19 years instead of 9. This conclusion is logical, but the co-regencies 
are common during this period, it is possible that there has been one of 10 years (= 19 - 9) 
with Psusennes II. This scenario is more likely that this pharaoh was first ruled as high 
priest of Amun, after the death of Pinudjem II in the year 10 of Siamun91. This Pharaoh 
high priest is known as Psusennes III, but Kitchen recognizes that in fact it may be 
Psusennes II92. Also, when did Siamun bury all the royal mummies in the new vault at Der 
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el-Bahari, this activity took place over the years 1-10, or during the first 9 years of his reign 
as king alone, in agreement with the Africanus. Texts dating from the year 33 of Osorkon I, 
on the bandages of a mummy, supported a reign of 35 years, implying a clerical error (15 
instead of 35) rather than a co-regency. 
 

DATING THE 22ND DYNASTY 
 
 If the reconstruction and dating of the 22nd and 23rd dynasty are controversial (some 
documents that were originally attributed to Takelot III are now attributed to Takelot II)93, 
however, the succession and the length of reigns are confirmed by the dated steles of the 
Apis bulls (in addition, since the beginning of the 22nd dynasty coincided with the end of 
the 21st dynasty, it must be dated in 980 BCE): 
 
Pharaoh (22nd dynasty) Dated documents of the reign Length Reign 
Shoshenq I   Hedjkheperre‘ setepenre‘ 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 21 21 years 980-959 
Osorkon I   Sekhemkheperre‘ setepenre‘ 1-4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 23, 33, 34 35 years 959-924 
Shoshenq II   Heqakheperre 3?   2 years 924-922 
Shoshenq   Tutkheperre - - -922 
Takelot I   Userma‘atre‘ setepenamun 5?, 8?, 9, 13/14?, 14? 13 years 922-909 
Osorkon II   Userma‘atre‘ setepenamun 12, 16, 21, 22, 23, 29, [30], [33], [39] 44 years 909-865 
Takelot II   Hedjkheperre netjerheqauaset 11-24, 25 25 years 865-840 
Shoshenq   III Userma‘atre‘ setepenre‘/ amun 3, 5?, 6, 12, 14, 15, 18?, 22-33, 38, 39 40 years 840-800 
Shoshenq   IV Hedjkheperre 10 12 years 800-788 
Pamiu   Userma‘atre‘ setepenre‘/ amun 2, 4, 5, 6, 7   6 years 788-782 
Shoshenq V   ‘Akheperre‘ setepenre‘ 7, 8, 11, 15, 17, 19, 22, 36, 37, 38 37 years 782-745 
Osorkon IV   ‘Akheperre‘ setepenamun - [33 years] 745-712 

 

 A lunar eclipse dated on 25 (or 29)94 Shemu IV of the 15th year of Takelot II 
mentioned in the Osorkon Chronicle can fix this reign by astronomy. When Camino95 has 
published this chronicle, he doubted that the sentence: in the regnal year 15, 4th month of Shemu, 
day 25, under the Majesty of his august father, the god who rules Thebes [Takelot II], the sky has not 
swallowed the moon, a great convulsion broke out in this land like [...] children of rebellion, they stirred up 
civil strife96, can be understood as a lunar eclipse, because the expression was in negative 
form. In fact, by superstition, the Egyptians never mentioned the eclipses, except in the 
negative. Parker97 noticed that a lunar eclipse was described: so that the sky will not swallow the 
moon the '16th lunar day' [mspr] in the region of Heliopolis and that the one dated on the IV 
Shemu 25/29 of the 15th year coincided with the total lunar eclipse of March 13, 851 BCE. 
If one looks dated lunar eclipses during the month of Shemu IV over the period 900-800, 
visible in Egypt (by night between 18 pm and 6 am), we obtain98: 
 

year date of the eclipse type IV Shemu 25/29 gap 

-851 17 March T 13/17 March -4/0 
-840 13 February T 10/14 March +25/29 
-821 15 February P 5/9 March +18/22 
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 As Parker has noted, if the scribe had recorded precisely the date of the revolt 
which was closer to the lunar eclipse is to note a coincidence with this bad omen rather 
than noting a lack of coincidence. The total lunar eclipse as coincidence has been noticed. 
The date of the revolt (March 13) preceded the eclipse (March 17) a few days (which 
should have been the opposite if it was an "normal" omen). The eclipse of March 17, 851 
BCE fixed so Takelot II's accession to 865 BCE. 
 The chronology of the period 840-730 can be restored thanks to the numerous 
synchronisms99 (highlighted in grey) among all the reigns of the dynasties 22 to 25, from 
Shoshenq III to Shabaka: 
 

 Dynasty 22  Dynasty 23  Dynasty 24  Dynasty 25  
 (Tanis)  (Leontopolis)  (Sais)  (Nubia)  

865 Takelot II 1       
864  2       
863  3       
862  4       
861  5       
860  6       
859  7       
858  8       
857  9       
856  10       
855  11       
854  12       
853  13       
852  14       
851 (lunar eclipse) 15       
850  16       
849  17       
848  18       
847  19       
846  20       
845  21       
844  22       
843  23       
842  24       
841  25       
840 Shoshenq III 26/1       
839  2       
838  3       
837  4       
836  5       
835  6       
834  7       
833  8 Pedubastis I 1     
832  9  2     
831  10  3     
830  11  4     
829  12  5     
828  13  6     
827  14  7     
826  15  8     
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825  16  9     
824  17  10     
823  18  11     
822  19  12     
821  20  13     
820  21  14     
819  22 Iuput I 15/1     
818  23  16/2     
817  24  17/3     
816  25  18/4     
815  26  19/5     
814  27  20/6     
813  28  21/7     
812  29  22/8     
811  30  23/9     
810  31  10     
809  32  11     
808  33 Shoshenq VI 12/1     
807  34  2     
806  35  3     
805  36  4     
804  37  5     
803  38  6     
802  39 Osorkon III 7/1     
801  40  2     
800 Shoshenq IV 41/1  3     
799  2  4     
798  3  5     
797  4  6     
796  5  7     
795  6  8     
794  7  9     
793  8  10     
792  9  11     
791  10  12     
790  11  13     
789  12  14     
788 Pamiu 13/1  15     
787  2  16     
786  3  17     
785  4  18     
784  5  19     
783  6  20     
782 Shoshenq V 7/1  21     
781  2  22     
780  3  23     
779  4 Takelot III 24/1     
778  5  25/2     
777  6  26/3     
776  7  27/4     
775  8  28/5     
774  9  29/6     
773  10  7     
772  11  8     
771  12  9     
770  13  10     
769  14  11     
768  15  12     
767  16  13     
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766  17  14     
765  18 Rudamon 15/1     
764  19  2     
763  20  3     
762  21 Shoshenq VIa 4/1 Piye    
761  22  2  1   
760  23  3  2   
759  24  4  3   
758  25  5  4   
757  26  6  5   
756  27  7  6   
755  28  8  7   
754  29  9  8   
753  30  10  9   
752  31  11  10   
751  32  12  11   
750  33  13  12   
749  34 Iuput II 14/1  13   
748  35  2  14   
747  36  3  15   
746  37  4  16   
745 Osorkon IV 38/  5 Tiglath-pileser 17   
744  1  6  18   
743  2  7 (Assyrian threat 19   
742  3  8 against Egypt) 20 Tefnakht 1 
741  4  9 Piye's conquest 21  2 
740  5  10  22  3 
739  6  11  23  4 
738  7  12 (2Kings 15:29) 24  5 
737  8  13  25  6 
736  9  14  26  7 
735  10  15  27 Bocchoris 8/1 
734  11  16  28  2 
733  12  17  29  3 
732  13  18  30  4 
731  14  19  31  5 
730  15  20 Shabaka 1  6 
729  16  21  2   
728  17    3   
727  18    4   
726  19    5   
725  20    6   
724  21    7   
723  22    8   
722  23    9   
721  24    10 Sargon II 1 
720  25    11  2 
719  26    12  3 
718  27    13  4 
717  28    14  5 
716  29    15  6 
715  30    16  7 
714  31    17  8 
713  32    18  9 
712  33   Shabataka 19/1  10 
711 Gemenefkhonsoubak    2  11 
710  [1]    3  12 
709  [2]    4  13 
708  [3]    5  14 
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 Taharqa's reign ends in January 663 BCE since Psammetichus I's reign, his 
successor, began around February of this year. This reign lasted 26 years, according to the 
dates of the Apis bulls, because an Apis born in year 26 of Taharqa, the III Peret 9, died 21 
years later in year 20 of Psammetichus I, the IV Shemu 20, which dates back to Taharqa's 
accession in January 689 BCE. The attack on Egypt by Esarhaddon the 10th year of his 
reign (March 671 BCE) corresponds to the march of a Kushite reserve unit mentioned on 
a rock, this inscription is dated year 19 of Taharqa. According to a stele of Kawa, Taharqa 
was 20 at the Battle of Eltekeh (in 712 BCE), which places his birth to 732 BCE, or 2 years 
before the death of Piye his father, who ruled at least 30 years100. Taharqa's lifetime of 69 
years corresponds to an old age death. The period covering the reigns from Shabaka to 
Taharqa can be reconstituted with the following data101: 
 

 Pharaoh Africanus Dated documents of the reign Length of 
the reign 

Reign 

 Osorkon IV - - [33] years 745-712 
1 Shabaka   8 years 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 [1]8 years 730-712 
3 Shabataka 14 years 1 (= year 10 of Sargon II), 3 23 years 712-689 
2 Taharqa 18 years 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 19, 21, 24, 26 26 years 01/689-01/663 
 Psammetichus I  54 years 1-54 54 years 02/663-01/609 

 

 The reign of Shabataka ends in 689 BCE at Taharqa's accession, his successor, as 
his 1st year of reign coincided with the Battle of Eltekeh, according to the Kawa stelae102, 
and also with the capture of Ashdod by Sargon (in 712 BCE) in the stele of Tang-i Var, his 
reign lasted from -712 to -689. Despite the virtual absence of regnal year (year 3 alone is 
attested), the number of monuments erected by Shabaka and Shabataka, which is 
substantially the same, means to attribute to them reigns of similar length. An Apis was 
installed year 14 of Shabaka and an other Apis died in year 4 of Taharqa. As the lifespan of 
Apis bulls is about 16 years during this period103, the reign of Shabataka had to be: 7 years 
(1 Apis), 23 years (2 Apis) or 39 years (3 Apis). The 23-year period with 2 Apis is necessary 
because it is the only one to match the 18 years of Shabaka's reign and ends in 712 BCE at 
Shabataka's accession, his successor. According to the Africanus account, his reign was 8 
years, but as the years from 10 to 15 are attested, the true length had to be 18 years (the ten 
having been forgotten). 
 The chronology of this period is confirmed by the accounts of Herodotus and the 
biblical text that mention the role of Taharqa at the Battle of Eltekeh and show that he was 
not just a general and crown prince role mentioned in the stele Kawa, but he was actually 
considered as a true co-regent, as confirmed by the account from Herodotus (II:137-141) 
and that of the biblical text (2Kings 18:13, 19:9; Isaiah 36:1, 37:9). Griffith104 noted that the 
king-priest Sethon who succeeded Shabaka and who opposed Sennacherib could only be 
Taharqa. Sethon failing to designate a proper name but only the title of high priest of 
Amun in Memphis, this title has evolved over time sm (sem priest), in stm(t), then stne. 
                                                                                                                                                       
100 The Great Temple at Gebel Barkal contains carved relief scenes depicting Piye celebrating a Heb Sed Festival (= year 30). 
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Nubian succession taking place by the fraternal bond, and not by the filial bond (as in 
Egypt), Taharqa as Shabataka brother was naturally appointed to succeed him and had in 
practice a role of co-regent. Strictly speaking he had not the title of king, but the biblical 
text actually equates him to an actual king, as it does elsewhere for other co-regents: 
Sargon/Sennacherib or Nabonidus/Belshazzar. Succession and name of the Pharaohs of 
this period, according to various sources: 
 

 Name Egyptian 
(hieroglyph) 

Greek 
Herodotus 

Greek 
Manetho 

Greek 
LXX 

Hebrew 
MT 

Assyrian 
Annals 

 Pharaoh Per-aâ Pheron Pharaon Pharaon Per‘ô Pir’u 
1 Shabaka Shabaka Sabacôs Sabakôn   Shabaku 
2 
3 

Sargon/ 
Sennacherib 

 / 
Sennacherib 

 Arna/ 
Sennacherim 

Sargôn/ 
Sancherib 

Sharru-kenu/ 
Sin-ahhe-erîba 

2 
3 

Shabataka/ 
Tarhaqa 

Shabataka/ 
Taheruqe 

/ 
Sethon 

Sabichôs/ 
 

/ 
Tharaka 

/ 
Tirhaqah 

Shapataku/ 
 

4 Tarhaqa Taheruqe  Tarakos   Tarqû 
5 Osorkon Wasirken  Osorcho Segor Sô’ Shilkanni 

 

 The transcription of certain names is sometimes very surprising. Paralleling the 
different chronologies (Egyptian, Assyrian and Judean) is used to verify the accuracy of all 
the synchronisms (highlighted): 
 

 ASSYRIA JUDAH EGYPT  
 King Coregent King Dynasty 22 Dynasty 25  

732 13 Tiglath-pileser III Shalmaneser V 10 Ahaz 13 Osorkon IV 30 Piye  
731 14          " 11 14 31  
730 15          " 12 15 32/1 Shabaka  
729 16          " 13 16 2  
728 17          " 14 17 3  
727 18          " 15 18 4  
726 1 ShalmaneserV  16 19 5  
725 2  1 Hezekiah 20 6  
724 3  2 21 7  
723 4  3 22 8  
722 5 Siege of Samaria  4 23 9  
721 1 Sargon II  5 24 10  
720 2 Fall of Samaria  6 25 11  
719 3  7 26 12  
718 4  8 27 13  
717 5  9 28 14 (Apis bull) 1 
716 6  10 29 15 2 
715 7 °°  11 30 °°(alliance) 16 3 
714 8 1 Sennacherib 12 31 17 4 
713 9  2       " 13 32 18 5 
712 10 taking of Ashdod 3 taking of Lachish 14 Jerusalem 33 Battle of Eltekeh 1 Shabataka 6 
711 11  4       " 15 threatened Gemenefkhonsoubak 2 /Taharqa 7 
710 12 5       " 16 [-] 3 8 
709 13 6       " 17 [-] 4 9 
708 14 7       " 18 [-] 5 10 
707 15 8       " 19 [-] 6 11 
706 16 9       " 20 [-] 7 12 
705 17 10     " 21 [-] 8 13 
704 1 Sennacherib  22 [-] 9 14 
703 2  23 [-] 10 15 
702 3  24 [-] 11  16 
701 4  25 [-] 12 (Apis bull) 1 
700 5  26 [-] 13 2 
699 6  27 [-] 14 3 
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698 7 1 Arda-Mulissu 28 [-] 15 4 
697 8 2       " 29 [-] 16 5 
696 9 3       " 1 Manasseh [-] 17 6 
695 10 4       " 2 [-] 18 7 
694 11 5       " 3 [-] 19 8 
693 12 6       " 4 [-] 20 9 
692 13 7       " 5 [-] 21 10 
691 14 8       " 6 [-] 22 11 
690 15 9       " 7 [-] 23 12 
689 16 10     " 8 [-] 1 Taharqa 13 
688 17 11     " 9 [-] 2 14 
687 18 12     " 10 [-] 3 15 
686 19 13     " 11 [-] 4 (Apis bull) 16 
685 20 14     " 12 [-] 5  
684 21 15     " 13 [-] 6  
683 22 1 Esarhaddon 14 [-] 7  
682 23 2       " 15 [-] 8  
681 24 3       " 16 [-] 9  
680 1 Esarhaddon  17 Pedubastis II 10  
679 2  18 [-] 11  
678 3  19 [-] 12  
677 4  20 [-] 13  
676 5  21 [-] 14  
675 6  22 [-] 15  
674 7  23 [-] 16  
673 8  24 (deportation) [-] 17  
672 9 1 Ashurbanipal 25 [-] 18  
671 10 Memphis attacked 2       " 26 [-] 19  
670 11 3       " 27 [-] 20  
669 12 4       " 28 [-] 21  
668 1 Ashurbanipal  29 [-] 22  
667 2  30 [-] 23  
666 3  31 [-] 24  
665 5  32 [-] 25  
664 6 Thebes sacked  33 [-] 26  
663 7  34  1 Psammetichus I  
663 8  35  2  
 
 According to the biblical text (2 Kings 17:1-3), Shalmaneser V (727-722) demanded 
a tribute to Hosea (729-720) and then discovered a conspiracy of his vassal with Sô’, the 
king of Egypt. As then, there are only two kings in Egypt: the Egyptian Osorkon IV and 
Nubian Shabaka, Sô’ refers therefore to the Egyptian king. Moreover, for geographical 
reasons (the capital of Tanis Osorkon IV is the one closest to Palestine) and philological 
(Sô is a hypocoristic of Osorkon as Sese is for Ramses), the usual identification is correct. 
Similarly, the donation by Shilkanni, the king of Egypt, during the 7th year of Sargon (in 715 
BCE), refers again to this Pharaoh. However, it seems that he disappeared around the 
battle of Eltekeh (in 712 BCE), because the Bible (Isaiah 31:1-3) parallels the disappearance 
of the Assyrian threat (from Sennacherib) and the Egyptian help (from Osorkon IV). 
 The year 712 is therefore an exceptional case since the Assyrian assault involved the 
simultaneous presence of at least six kings (or similar): 1) taking of Ashdod by Sargon the 
Assyrian king in his 10th campaign, 2) taking of Lachish by co-regent Sennacherib during 
his 3rd campaign, 3) missed taking of Jerusalem, dated to the 14th year of Judean King 
Hezekiah; 4) battle of Eltekeh led by Nubian co-regent Taharqa; 5) under the leadership of 
King Shabataka during his 1st year of reign; 6) probable disappearance of the Egyptian king 
Osorkon IV in his 33rd year of reign. 
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SHOSHENQ I'S CAMPAIGN IN PALESTINE 
 
 The triumph scene of King Shoshenq I appears on the south wall of the Bubastite 
Portal at Karnak. The topographical list (rows 1 to 3 below) forms a part of that relief as a 
road map for the campaign (beginning with Gaza): 

 
 

 Most scholars agree to identify Shoshenq I, founder of the 22nd Dynasty, with the 
biblical ‘Shishak, king of Egypt’ who, according to 1Kings 14:25-26 and 2 Chronicles 12:2-
9, came to Jerusalem and despoiled the Temple of Solomon in Year 5 of Rehoboam. 
However, some scholars point out several differences between the biblical account of the 
campaign and its Egyptian version105. First, Jerusalem is not mentioned in the list, this 
name would have to appear between Gibeon (n°17) and Mahanaim (n°18). Second, while 
the biblical account of the campaign only mentions Jerusalem as the focus of the Egyptian 
attack, few sites in Judah are found in the triumphal relief. Instead, the list comprises sites 
in Israel and the Negev. Third, these reconstructions do not explain why Shoshenq 
attacked Jeroboam, a man he had recently harboured as a political refugee. 
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 It is clear that the topographical list in this relief106 do not preserve the actual army’s 
route of march. This may be seen by comparing some topographical lists (the identification 
of many cities is controversial, it is worthwhile noting that a place is called "The Highlands 
of / David")107 with known itineraries for Egyptian campaigns. The route of Thutmose 
III’s march, for instance, is known from his Annals, which are also inscribed on the walls 
of Karnak. The Annals give a prose account of his first campaign, which is the same 
campaign mentioned in the superscription to the topographical list in three of his triumphal 
reliefs. When the route of march from the Annals is compared with the topographical lists, 
it becomes apparent that the latter are not arranged according to the army’s itinerary. Gaza, 
one of the first cities of Canaan mentioned in the Annals, is not listed on the triumphal 
relief at all. The next two towns that Thutmose III passes are listed in two out of three of 
the topographical lists, but they fall far down the list. The order of these two names in the 
list is also different from that given in the Annals, with Yehem, which was reached first, 
coming after Aruna, which was reached later. Megiddo, which was visited after passing all 
of these towns, is the second town in the lists. And Kadesh, a town to which Thutmose III 
did not go, is first on the lists. In addition, the superscriptions to the topographical lists 
indicate that Thutmose III did not march to all these towns, but that they all assembled 
against him at Megiddo instead. The same results are also found when comparing the 
topographical lists of Seti I with known campaign itineraries. This is even more evident in 
the triumphal reliefs of Ramses III. His lists contains approximately 125 sites in Palestine, 
but not one of the cities where he is known to have campaigned in found in those lists. All 
these factors demonstrate that the topographical list of Shoshenq I do not preserve the 
actual route of the pharaoh’s march. So, while the inscription refers to the king as having 
subdued the entire world, the topographical lists provide a graphic illustration of this same 
thing. In other words, the inscription says that the pharaoh has conquered all foreign lands, 
the relief scene depicts the pharaoh simultaneously smiting captives from all foreign lands, 
and the topographical list lists cities in foreign lands that the pharaoh has defeated. Instead 
of being the record of a campaign, the triumphal reliefs show an idealized picture of the 
accomplishments of the pharaoh, who is portrayed as the conqueror of the known world. 
 First question: why Jerusalem is not mentioned in the list? The answer is: because it 
was not captured, according to the biblical account: When Rehoboam had consolidated the 
kingdom and become strong, he, and all Israel with him, abandoned the Law of Yahweh; and thus it 
happened that in the fifth year of King Rehoboam, Shishak king of Egypt marched on Jerusalem, because 
they had been unfaithful to Yahweh, with twelve hundred chariots and sixty thousand cavalry and countless 
hordes of Libyans, Sukkiim and Cushites who came from Egypt with him. They captured the fortified 
towns of Judah and reached Jerusalem (...) So Shishak king of Egypt advanced on Jerusalem and carried 
off the treasures of the Temple and the treasures of the royal palace. He took everything away, including the 
golden shields which Solomon had made (2 Chronicles 12:1-4,9). 
 If Shoshenq was welcomed, and even invited by his protégé Jeroboam, one could 
well understand that the first aim of this campaign was directed against Jerusalem, 
presumably to stop any attempt to suppress again the new pro-Egyptian kingdom of Israel. 
Thus, the Massoretic Text must normally be interpreted as indicating implicitly that 
Shoshenq’s army entered Jerusalem and plundered the city’s treasures108. Unfortunately it 
does not give any details of this campaign or of Rehoboam’s attitude. Since Rehoboam 
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appears to have kept his throne and not to have been taken prisoner, one could suggest, for 
instance, that he temporarily left Jerusalem to take refuge elsewhere, an attitude that we 
could liken to David’s, when faced with the revolt of Absalom (2 Sam 15:14), or more 
likely, he could accept tacitly that Shoshenq took the treasures of the Temple and the 
treasures of the royal palace (an authorized looting to show his implied submission!), 
according to the reading: He [Shishak] got to take (1Kings 14:26). Thus, Shoshenq considered 
in his campaign record that he subjugated Judah. 
 Some biblical texts provide information about Shoshenq. This is the notice that 
Jeroboam took refuge in the court of Shoshenq after Solomon tried to kill him for treason. 
Jeroboam had been a high official in Solomon’s administration, but at some point he 
appears to have rebelled. When Solomon sought to put him to death, Jeroboam fled to 
Egypt, where he took refuge in the court of the pharaoh: Solomon tried to kill Jeroboam but he 
made off and fled to Egypt, to Shishak king of Egypt, and he remained in Egypt until Solomon's death 
(1Kings 11:40). After the death of Solomon, he returned to Israel, where he took part in 
the Shechem Assembly that rejected Rehoboam as king. Following this meeting, Jeroboam 
himself was made king. The foreign policy of the 21st Dynasty in Egypt seems to have been 
rather mixed. On the one hand, the pharaohs appear to have had a political treaty with the 
United Monarchy of David and Solomon, as is evidenced by the marriage of Solomon to 
the pharaoh’s daughter mentioned several times in 1 Kings. At the same time, however, 
Egypt was not above harbouring political refugees who were enemies of Israel, such as 
Hadad, of the Edomite royal family, who returned to Palestine to cause trouble upon the 
death of David (1Kings 11:14-22). Military actions in Palestine may have also occurred. The 
Bible mentions, for instance, that Gezer was captured by the pharaoh, but later returned to 
Solomon as part of the wedding arrangement. It is likely, therefore, that Egypt followed a 
dual policy. Due to the internal weaknesses, Egypt was not in a 
position to openly oppose the United Monarchy, so the pharaohs 
ensured good relations between the countries through a political 
alliance. Yet they could not have been happy with such a strong 
military presence dominating their north-eastern border (as the 
city of Meggido), so they worked behind the scenes to bring 
unrest and instability to Israel by backing political opponents. A 
fragment of stele on behalf of Shoshenq I (opposite figure) was 
found at Megiddo109, one of the cities submitted by the pharaoh, 
according to his own account. 
 

 With the passing of the 21st Dynasty and the beginning of the 22nd, this situation 
was still in place. This explains Shoshenq’s willingness to harbor Jeroboam, one of the chief 
opponents of the Davidic Monarchy. But with the death of Solomon, Shoshenq seems to 
have seized upon the opportunity to bring an end to the United Monarchy. When 
Jeroboam returned from Egypt to take part in the Assembly at Shechem, he probably had 
promises of support from Shoshenq. When Israel separated from Judah, it had the strength 
of Egypt behind it. This would explain the presence of the stele of Shoshenq at Megiddo 
since it could easily have been set up either to commemorate a treaty between the two 
nations or to signify the vassal status of Israel. After the split of Israel and Judah, the Bible 
notes that there was constant warfare between Israel and Judah. It is in this context that the 
campaign of Shoshenq against Judah should be viewed. With the two states fighting, the 
pharaoh may have come to the aid of his ally, Jeroboam. In fact, the appearance of 
Shoshenq on the scene may lie behind the notice in 1Kings 12:21-24 that says Rehoboam 
had planned to retake Israel by force, but quickly changed his mind, ostensibly at the urging 
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of the prophet Shemiah. Having persuaded Rehoboam not to attack Israel, Shoshenq 
returned to Egypt, leaving Jerusalem with little will or resources to fight against Jeroboam. 
 The fact that Shoshenq have captured numerous cities of a King ally, and he even 
burned some of them, may seem strange. In reality, these cities are mentioned only to show 
that the Pharaoh subjected the country, those that were partially burned, mainly in the far 
north (as Meggido, Dor and Rehob), were not destroyed but only freed of Canaanites who 
had remained there. The city of Gezer, which is burned by the pharaoh in the year 24 of 
Solomon110 is a good example of this situation: Pharaoh king of Egypt mounted an expedition, 
captured Gezer, burnt it down and massacred the Canaanites living 
there; he then gave the town as a dowry to his daughter, Solomon's 
wife, and Solomon rebuilt Gezer (1Kings 9:16-17). The pharaoh 
who burned Gezer is not named in the Bible but, as noted 
by Kitchen111, the only certified Egyptian campaign in 
Palestine (opposite figure) during this period is that of 
Siamun. In addition, the 21st Dynasty is distinguished by 
the fact that some of its pharaohs gave their daughter in 
marriage to foreigners as what happened to Solomon 
(1Kings 3:1, 9:10). In addition, some scarabs on behalf of 
Siamun were found in the cities of Dor and Megiddo112. 
 

 The charred remains of burned cities enable to establish a 14C dating. For the period 
1100-700, excavations have revealed that the cities of Dor, Megiddo, Rehob (all belonging 
to the northern kingdom of Israel) and Gezer (south) had been burned. During this period, 
there were four military campaigns in the region113: those of Tiglath-pileser III (deducted 
from his annals)114, of Shoshenq I (described on a wall at Karnak), of Siamun (inscription 
of Tanis) and David (1Chronicles 14:8-17). The dates in bold are from measurements by 
14C and the periods are archaeological dating of strata by ceramics: 
 

Campaign of: David Siamun Shoshenq I Tiglath-pileser III 
Beth-Shean [X] 1100-1000  X  1000-900  . [X] 750-700 
Dor [X]  [X] -975 +/-  5 X 
Megiddo [X] 1150-1050  X -965 +/- 40 X 750-700 
Rehob [X]  X -965 +/-  5  
Taanak [X]  X  1000-900  .  
Gezer  X 1000-900  [X] 750-700 

X: City attested by a document; [X]: City attested indirectly; X: Fire attested; 
 

 The city of Rehob was burned in 970-960, according to 14C dating115. As the only 
campaign (at that time) is that of Shoshenq I (as attested by the biblical text), this dating 
contradicts that of Thiele (in 925 BCE). Finkelstein and Piasetzky116 have therefore 
reinterpreted data to lower the date (970-960) in stratum VI (the one of the destruction) in 
925-915 to conform to the chronology "classic". But this solution is unlikely, because 
differences in duration between the layers VI-V and V-IV would pass without reason from 
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45 and 50 years (ratio of 1) to 12 and 43 years (amazing ratio of 3.5). Such asymmetry in 
duration between the strata is not realistic117. 
 

 
 

 The city of Dor was controlled the Philistines (c. -1085), according to the story of 
Wenamun, then was led by a son in law of Solomon (1Kings 4:11), implying its conquest 
by David. Siamun having taken Gezer on the south to offer it to Solomon, David having 
already conquered Dor, it seems that the destruction by fire of the city of Dor, dated 975 
BCE118 +/- 5 years by 14C, can be attributed only to Shoshenq I, even though the city does 
not appear in his list, because many names have disappeared. However cities Shunem, 
Megiddo, Hapharayim, Taanach and Soko, cited in his list, suppose a path including Dor. 
The cities of Dor and Megiddo were also conquered by Tiglath-pileser III119. The city of 
Megiddo has undergone several destructions, but the one by fire (located in stratum VIA) 
is dated120 -965 +/- 40 by 14C, or 1000-950 by pottery121. These datings of cities burned by 
Shoshenq (980-959) during his campaign in Palestine confirms the chronology of his reign. 
 The dating of Shoshenq I's campaign in the year 21 or 20 of his reign is unlikely. 
Indeed, the date of Shemu II - Year 21, which appears on a pylon, corresponds to the end 
of the work completed by Iuput, a son of the king appointed high priest of Amun in the 
year 10 and not to the date of the campaign122. Moreover, the appearance of the white 
crown on the head of Shoshenq I, symbolizing the ancient supremacy of Upper Egypt, is 
meaningful only when the high priest of Amun at Thebes ceased to contest it, precisely at 
the time when Iuput is chosen123. The unusual absence of the day in the date, replaced by: 
to this day, while his Majesty was in residence, suggesting that the inauguration was planned, but 
that the king could not attend. As noted Grimal124: Upon returning from his victorious campaign in 
Palestine, the king undertook an ambitious building program in the temple of Amun-Re at Karnak. He 
gives details on a stele erected to mark the reopening of the quarries of Gebel el-Silsile. His son, the High 
Priest Iuput, directs the work: it is improving landscaping in front of the second pylon, giving it the 
appearance we have described above. On the wall outside of the southern gate of the court thus created, he 
represents the triumph of Egypt on the two Jewish kingdoms of Judah and Israel, who also recalls it by a 
triumphal stele displayed in Ipet-sut, close Annals of Thutmose III. The importance of this work, 
which constituted the main activity of the reign, necessitated a period of several years or at 
least about ten, which goes back to the date of the campaign before the year 11. 
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 As the name of Pharaoh appears as Shishak in the Hebrew text (Sousaqim in the 
Septuagint) some scholars question its identification with Shoshenq because of the absence 
of n. The only name of pharaoh that comes close is Sysa, a hypocoristic of Ramses II, but 
it is impossible to equate a possible Sysa[q] to Shishak, because of the three centuries that 
separate them. Moreover, according to linguistic, the fall of a q is not possible, on the other 
hand the assimilation of n to the following consonant, ng/nk becoming gg/kk, is common. 
The name of a Shoshenq is vocalized Su-si-in-qu in the annals of Ashurbanipal (in 668 
BCE) with an n, but some Egyptian cartridges of Shoshenq I contain his name without the 
n, that would suggest a nasalized letter (ã for an). 
 If one draws a parallel between the reign of Shoshenq125 (980-959), according to the 
previous Egyptian chronology, with those of Solomon (1017-977) and Rehoboam (977-
960), according to the chronology calculated from the Masoretic text126, we obtain an 
excellent agreement among all the synchronisms: 
 

 Name year Official support Name year Roi 
980  1 Shoshenq I  37 Salomon 
979 Shesha-qa 2 Stele Shisha-q 38  
978  3  Shisha-q 39  
977  4  Shisha-q 40/0  
976 Shesha-qa 5 Stele  1 Roboam 
975 Shesha-q 6 Lapidary inscription  2  
974  7   3  
973  8   4  
972 Shesha-q 9 Palestine campaign inscription Shisha-q 5  
971 Sheshanq 10 Stele  6  
970  11   7  
969  12   8  
968 Sheshanq 13 Annals of the priests of Amun  9  
967  14   10  

 

 The change in time of the name Shoshenq, with or without n, fits perfectly with 
this chronological scheme. It is written without the n in the account of the campaign in 
Palestine, which corresponds to the spelling of 5-10 years of the reign. One can also verify 
that the disastrous expeditions of Zerah127, the Nubian General of Osorkon I, dated after 
the year 10 of Asa128, or 947 BCE, actually falls in the reign of this pharaoh. 
 

King of Egypt Reign King of Judah Reign King of Israel Reign Reference 
Psusennes I 1064-1018 David 1057-1017    
Amenemope 1018-1009 Solomon 1017       -    
Osorkon the Elder 1009-1003      
Siamun 1003 - 984      
Psusennes II/III 994-980       -977   1Kings 11:42 
Shoshenq I 980-959 Rehoboam 977-960 Jeroboam 977     - 1Kings 14:20,21 
Osorkon I 959     - Abiyam 960-957         -955  
  Asa 957     - Nadab 955-954 1Kings 15:10,25 
    Baasha 954-931 1Kings 15:28,33 
    Elah 931-930 1Kings 16:8 
    Zimri 05/930 1Kings 16:10-16 
      -924   Omri/ 

[Tibni] 
930-919/ 
[930-925] 

1Kings 16:21-23 
Shoshenq II 924-922      -916 
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 Hebrew and Egyptian chronologies match therefore perfectly with one another but 
also with other synchronisms coming from chronologies of the kings of Tyre, Damascus, 
Byblos129 and Arpad130, we obtain the following synchronisms (highlighted): 
 

King of 
Israel 

Reign King of 
Judah 

Reign King of 
Egypt 

Reign King of 
Byblos 

Reign 

  Solomon 1017      - Osorkon A 1009-1003 Ahiram 1020-1000 
    Siamun 1003 - 984 Ithobaal 1000       - 
         -977 Psusennes II 994-980           -980 
Jeroboam 977-955 Rehoboam 977-960 Shoshenq I 980-959 Abibaal 980-960 
Nadab 955-954   Osorkon I 959     - Yehimilk 960-940 
Baasha 954-931     Elibaal 940     - 
Elah 931-930       
Zimri -930 King of Moab         -924   
Omri 930-919 Kemoshyat 930      - Shoshenq II 924-922        -920 
Ahab 919-898        -900 Takelot I 922-909 Shipitbaal 920-900 
Ahaziah 898-897 Mesha 900      - Osorkon II 909     -   
Jehoram (A) 897-886       -870?     
Ahaziah II 886-885 King of Syria      
Jehu 885-856 Hazael 885       -        -865   
Jehoachaz 856-839         -840 Takelot II 865-840   
Jehoash 841-823 Ben-Hadad III 840-810 Shoshenq III 840-800   
Jeroboam II 823-782 Mari’ 810-780 Shoshenq IV 800-788   

 

 According to the Mesha Stone, Kemoshyat ruled Moab for 30 years (line 2), in his 
days Omri, king of Israel, oppressed Moab, Omri's sons for 40 years afterwards (lines 4-8). 
This chronology131 put the 40 years from the reign of Omri in 930 BCE until the death of 
Jehoshaphat in 890 BCE, Jehoram's ally. The text of 2Kings 3:4-7 situates the revolt of 
Mesha shortly after the death of Ahab (in 898 BCE). If Mesha ruled Moab for 30 years like 
his father, his stone had to be erected after 898 BCE and before 870 BCE, end of his reign. 
 

King of Arpad 
(Bit Agusi) 

Reign King of Damascus 
/Chief of the army 

Reign King of 
Assyria 

Reign 

  Hadadezer 1040-1020 Shalmaneser II 1031-1019 
            /Shobak 1020-1000 Aššur-rabi II 1013    - 
  Rezon (Ezron) 1000 - 975        -972 
  Heziôn 975-960 Aššur-reš-iši II 972-967 
  Tabrimmon 960-950 Tiglath-pileser II 967-935 
  Ben-Hadad I 950-920 Aššur-dan II 935-912 
  Ben-Hadad II 920-890 Adad-nêrari II 912-891 
            /Hazael 890-885 Tukulti-Ninurta II 891-884 
Gusi 880-860 Hazael 885     - Aššurnasirpal II 884-859 
Hadram 860      -           /Hadadezer 860-845 Shalmaneser III 859     - 
      -840       -840   
Attar-shumki I 840-820 Ben-Hadad III 840     -       -824 
Bar-Hadad ? 820-810        -810 Šamši-Adad V 824-811 
Attar-shumki II  810-785 Mari’ 810-780 Adad-nêrari III 811-783 
Mati’ilu 785      - Hezion II 780     - Shalmaneser IV 783-773 
        -750 Aššur-dan III 773-755 
      -740 Rezin 750     - Aššur-nêrari V 755-745 
        -732 Tiglath-pileser III 745-727 
    Shalmaneser V 727-722 
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 The first campaign of David (1042 BCE) was against Hadadezer, Syrian king of 
Zoba (1Chronicles 18:3-10). One can note that Bar-Hadad son of Hazael king of Aram 
appears on Zakkûr's stele (dated around 800 BCE). Rezîn of Damascus appears in the 
annals of Tiglath-pileser III. According to the inscriptions found at Tell al-Qadi132, Omri, 
King of Israel, was a contemporary of Ben-Hadad I (1Kings 20:34), and King Hazael was a 
contemporary of Joram (A), the king of Israel, and also of Ahaziah, the king of Judah. The 
chronological reconstitution is therefore correct. 
 The reign of Hazael began after the reign of Jehu (1Kings 19:15-17), shortly after 
the 12th year of Joram the son of Ahab (in 886 BCE) who then defeated Hazael (2Kings 
8:25,28). Hadadezer must have died shortly after 845 BCE, because he disappears from 
Assyrian texts thereafter133. As to Hazael, he must have disappeared around 840 BCE, as 
the inscription on the black obelisk relates: In the 18th year of my reign, I crossed the Euphrates for 
the 16th time. Hazael of Aram came out in battle. I captured from him: 1121 of his chariots, 470 of his 
cavalry, together with his camp (...) In the 21st year of my reign, I crossed the Euphrates for the 21st time. I 
advanced against the cities of Hazael of Aram. I captured four of his cities. I received the gifts of the 
Tyrians, Sidonians, and Gebalites [Byblos]. The record of the year 21 no longer mentions 
Hazael, but only the cities of Hazael (the expression "House of Hazael" is still found in the 
annals of Tiglath-pileser III dated 737 BCE); in addition, from that date (838 BCE) 
Shalmaneser III no longer speaks of booty or tribute (for Syria), but only capture. 
Comments from the list of eponyms indicate that there were campaigns against Damascus 
in 839 and 838 BCE, then none until the end of the reign (824 BCE). Hazael disappeared 
shortly after his capitulation (841 BCE), as Shalmaneser III states: In my 18th year, I crossed the 
Euphrates for the 16th time. Hazael of Damascus trusting in the size of his army, mustered a force of 
significant size, and established his fortress in Mount Sanir, a mountain peak at the border of Lebanon. I 
met him in battled, and was able to overthrow him. I killed 6,000 of his soldiers, and apprehended 1,121 
of his chariots and 470 of his cavalry, along with his camp. He ran for his life up into the mountain. I 
followed after him and trapped him in Damascus; his royal city. I cut down his orchards, and advanced as 
far as Mount Hauran destroying, devastating, and setting fire to countless cities. I carried off a great 
amount of their spoil. I marched to Mount Ba’li-ra’si, a headland of the [Mediterranean], and set up my 
royal image there. At that time, I accepted the tribute from the men from Tyre [Baal-manzer], Sidon, and 
from Jehu, son of Omri. The mention of Hadadezer instead of Hazael in the Assyrian 
inscriptions can be explained as follows: in the great kingdoms, as Syria, the war was 
frequently led by the commander or the co-regent, instead of the king, as was the case with 
Shobak the commander in chief of King Hadadezer (2Samuel 10:16). In addition, the 
illegitimate status of Hazael was known to the Assyrians, since we read on a basalt statue of 
Assur: At that time I defeated Hadadezer of Damascus together with his 12 allied princes. I brought low 
like shubi 29,000 soldiers, his fighters. The rest of his armies I drove into the Orontes River. They went up 
into the mountain to save their lives. When Hadadezer died, Hazael, the son of a nobody, seized the 
throne, mustered his large army and came out against me, offering battle and fight. I battled with him, and 
defeated him. I seized the wall of his camp from him. He went up into the mountain to save his life. I 
advanced as far as Damascus, his royal city. [I cut down] his orchards. Hazael was therefore 
considered king only after the death of Hadadezer. A commander could become king, 
legitimately, as Omri king of Israel did (1Kings 16:16), or illegitimately, as Hazael (2Kings 
8:15). This particular situation could explain the mention of Hadadezer, the commander, 
instead of Hazael, an illegitimate king. In addition, the Assyrian text mentions Hadad-ezer 
of Damascus and Irhuleni of Hama apart from other 12 kings. This confusion may have 
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been intended as Shalmaneser III who says at the beginning of the registration: At the time 
of Aššur-rabi (II), king of Assyria, the king of Aram (Syria) took [two cities] by force — I restored these 
cities. I installed the Assyrians in their midst. The king of Syria at the time of Ashur-rabi II 
(1013-972) must be King Hadadezer. However, this name of the former winner king of 
Syria coincides with that of commander in chief Hadadezer (defeated by Shalmaneser III). 
 According to Josephus: Menander [c. 200 BCE] also, one who translated the Tyrian archives 
out of the dialect of the Phoenicians into the Greek language (Jewish Antiquities VIII:144); Menander 
(...) when he wrote his Chronology, and translated the Archives of Tyre into the Greek language (Jewish 
Antiquities IX:283); Menander wrote the Acts that were done both by the Greeks and Barbarians, 
under every one of the Tyrian Kings (Against Apion I:116-117). Menander of Ephesus was 
probably the only historian who consulted the archives of Tyre (250 years earlier 
Herodotus asked some Tyrian priests). Josephus’s citations of Menander contain references 
to Shalmaneser (V), Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon, kings of Assyria that are well known 
both from Biblical texts and also from numerous Assyrian inscriptions. More important, 
however, for the question of the historicity of Menander's texts is his mention of kings 
who were not so famous, especially those for whom there had been no evidence outside 
Menander until fairly recent times. Against Apion I:18 also mentions Pygmalion as a ruler 
of Tyre, relating that his sister Dido (Queen of Carthage) fled from him in his 7th year, 155 
years after the beginning of the reign of Hiram I. A 9th-century BCE inscription found in 
Sardinia (Nora Stone) names Pygmalion (Pumay-[yaton]). In Jewish Antiquities IX:283-287 
Menander, as cited by Josephus, mentions Eluleus as refusing to pay a tribute to 
Sennacherib, whereupon the Assyrians unsuccessfully besieged Tyre for five years. The 
conflict between Sennacherib and "Luli", king of Tyre, is corroborated by at least three 
inscriptions of the Assyrian monarch. Historians generally equate the name “Luli”, in 
Sennacherib’s Akkadian language, with the Greek form Eluleus. These inscriptional 
evidences for lesser-known kings not mentioned in the Hebrew Bible have therefore been 
taken as lending credence to Menander’s writings. For each of them, the time frame that 
Menander assigns to them is in agreement with the time assigned to their inscriptional 
evidence by modern historians. 
 Detailed quotations of Josephus thus allow the establishment of a chronology of 
the kings of Tyre (Against Apion I:106-127; Jewish Antiquities VIII:141-149, 316-324). He 
gives the age and length of reign for all kings, from Hiram to Pygmalion, indicating that a 
143 years period separated the foundation of the Temple, in the 12th year of Hiram, and the 
founding of Carthage, in the 7th year of Pygmalion. Present scholars establish the 
chronology of the kings of Tyre134 [and of the Sidonians]135, using the biblical chronology 
of Thiele, which is erroneous of 47 years in 930 BCE, and not that of Josephus. While a 
few figures differ depending on the manuscripts, and even inside the books of Josephus, 
this chronology seems authentic. It seems unlikely that Josephus could have invented the 
names of all those kings and the length of their reigns. In addition, Ahab who married 
Jezebel, daughter of Ithobaal (1Kings 16:29-31), was actually a contemporary of this king136. 
Other synchronisms with the biblical chronology of Thiele don't work: 
1) Hiram I who was a contemporary of Solomon and also of David (1 Kings 5:1-18) no 

longer fits in this reconstruction. 
2) Temple's foundation is dated 4th year of Solomon (1 Kings 6:1) in -966, not -957. 
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3) Baal-Manzer, identified to king Baal-Ezer II, has a name whose meaning escapes the 
logic; in addition, the tribute dated in the 18th year of Shalmaneser III137, or -841, was 
actually paid 9 years after (not during) the reign of Baal-Ezer II. 

4) A Phoenician inscription, dated 830-800 by epigraphy, mentions the king of Sidon at 
that time: Hiram138 (II), instead of Pygmalion. 

 Using the previous biblical chronology we obtain the following synchronisms: 
 

King of Tyre age reign King of Israel reign King of Assyria reign 
Abibaal ? ? 1045?-1025 David 1057-1017 Shalmaneser II 1031-1019 
Hiram I 53 34 1025-991 Solomon 1017      - Aššur-rabi II 1013    - 
year 12 of Hiram   -1013 year 4 of Solomon -1013   
Baal-Ezer I 43 17 991-974       -977       -972 
Abdrastratos 39 9 974-965 Jeroboam I 977     - Aššur-reš-iši II 972-967 
Methusastartos 54 12 965-953       -955 Tiglath-pileser II 967     - 
Astharymos 58 9 953-944 Baasha 954-931   
Phelles 50 8 m. -944 Omri 931-919       -935 
Ithobaal I 68* 32 944-912 Ahab 919-899 Aššur-dan II 935-912 
Baal-Ezer II 45 6 912-906 Joram (A) 897-886 Adad-nêrari II 912-891 
Mattan I 32 29 906-877   Tukulti-Ninurta II 891-884 
(Elissa) ? - (890-?) Jehu 885     - Aššurnasirpal II 884     - 
Pygmalion 58 47 877     -         -859 
year 7 of Pygmalion   -870 (= -1013 + 143)      -856 Shalmaneser III 859     - 
(Baal-manzer)        -830 Jehoachaz 856-839 year 18 of Shalmaneser -841 
Hiram II (Sidon)   830-800? Jehoash 841-823       -824 

 

 Synchronisms between the two chronologies, Israelite and Tyrian, are excellent. 
The reign of Hiram I actually overlaps that of David by 8 years (and also covers 20 years of 
building the Temple from 1013 BCE to 993 BCE), and the 4th year of Solomon, marking 
the beginning of the Temple, duly precedes year 7 of Pygmalion by 143 years. The names 
of kings in bold (below) are those appearing in inscriptions: 
 

King of Syria Reign King of Judah Reign King of Israel Reign Reference 
Hadadezer /To‘y 1040-1000 David 1057-1017   1Chronicles 18:3-9 
Rezon (Ezron) 1000 - 975 Solomon 1017 - 977   1Kings 11:23-25 
Hezion 975      - Rehoboam 977-960 Jeroboam I 977     - 1Kings 15:18 
       -960 Abijam 960-957       -955 1Kings 14:20-21 
Tabrimmon 960-950 Asa 957     - Baasha 954-931 2Chronicles 16:2,3 
Ben-Hadad I 950-920       -916 Omri 931-919 1Kings 16:23-29 
Ben-Hadad II 920     - Jehosaphat 916-891 Ahab 919-899 1Kings 20:1-2,34 
      -885 Jehoram (J) 893-885 Joram (A) 897-886 2Kings 3:1, 6:24 
Hazael 885     - Ahaziah 886-885 Jehu 885     - 2Kings 8:8-16 
  Joash 879     -       -856 2Kings 10:31-32 
       -840       -839 Jehoachaz 856-839 2Kings 13:22 
Ben-Hadad III 840     - Amasiah 839-810 Jehoash 841-823 2Kings 13:23-25 
     "       -810 Azariah 810     - Jeroboam II 823-782  
Mari’ 810-780   Zechariah 782-771  
Hezion II 780-750      -758 Menahem 771-760  
Rezin 750     - Jotham 758-742 Peqah 758-738  
      -732 Ahaz 742-726 Hosea 738     - 2Kings 16:5-9 
  Hezekiah 726-697       -720  
  Manasseh 697-642    
  Amon 642-640    
       Josias 640-609    
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 The city of Tyre belonged to 
the Phoenician states (clients of Egypt) 
which were surrounded by a string of 
small Aramean kingdoms139 to the 
north, by the powerful kingdom of 
Damascus140 to the east and by the 
kingdom of Israel to the south. 
 Before Assurnasirpal II 
reached the Mediterranean coast, in 
876 BCE, the Assyrian empire did not 
create major problems to the 
Phoenician cities141. Tyre managed to 
remain on the fringes of the armed 
conflicts that brought Assyria up 
against the states of western Asia, and 
preferred to pay tribute rather than 
confront the powerful Assyrian war 
machine. More, Tyre occasionally took 
advantage of the Assyrian advance to 
make Mesopotamian monarchs her 
prime customers. In order to 
safeguard their economic interests and guarantee free trade, the Phoenician cities frequently 
found themselves forced to pay tribute to the neo-Assyrian empire. The growing power of 
the Assyrian Empire made the Phoenician cities a key factor in the international politics of 
the 7th and 6th centuries BCE. Their strategic position and their political and economic 
importance conditioned to a considerable extent the balance of power between Assyria and 
its great rival, Egypt. Hence the interest of the Assyrian monarchs in controlling the 
Phoenician ports and their commercial networks. Until the middle of the 8th century BCE, 
the Assyrian kings did nothing that might harm Phoenician commercial interests, nor did 
they intervene in their internal affairs. They restricted themselves to collecting tributes 
from the Phoenician cities or exploiting differences and any lack of solidarity between 
them, as Shalmaneser III did. Genuine political and military pressure on the Phoenician 
cities and the first direct opposition to their trade began with Tiglath-pileser III, the first 
sovereign to wage war against Phoenicia, making part of the Phoenician coast an Assyrian 
province. The intervention of Assyria in the economic affairs of the Phoenician ports 
marks the beginning of a particularly critical period for Tyre's trade. 
 Assyrian expansionism towards the Levant (some Aramean kingdoms, like the one 
of Hamath, became vassals of Assyria from 890 BCE) encountered another powerful 
expansionism, that of the Syrian kingdom, particularly at the Battle of Qarqar in 853 BCE. 
Syrian expansionism began when Hazael, the army chief of Ben-Hadad II was anointed 
(around 890 BCE) as future king by Jehu (1Kings 19:15-17), because this warlike chief 
immediately activates war (1Kings 20:1-6). When Hazael became king, he attacked the 
Philistine kingdom of Gat and captured it, and he also made the Judean kingdoms pay a 
                                                                                                                                                       
139 E. LIPINSKI – The Aramaeans. Their Ancient History, Culture, Religion 
Leuven 2000 Ed. Peeters, Departement Oosterse Studies pp. 233-318. 
 F. BRIQUEL-CHATONNET – Les relations entre les cités de la côte phénicienne et les royaumes d'Israël et de Juda 
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2000 Paris Ed. Armand Colin pp. 23-26. 
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heavy tribute (1Kings 12:17-18). To push back the Assyrian advance, Hazael succeeded in 
forming a powerful coalition of small kingdoms which caused problems to Shalmaneser 
III. However, the Assyrian king returned into the attack and succeeded in defeating 
Hadadezer (in 845 BCE), then Hazael himself (in 841 BCE). In fact, after this battle the 
two belligerents, exhausted, stopped their expansionism. When Hazael died (around 840 
BCE), his son Ben-Hadad III began to reign and Jehoash, the king of Israel, proceeded to 
regain lost territories. Thus the chronological reconstruction shows that Tyre was 
dangerously threatened (highlighted) only at the very beginning of the reigns of Hazael 
(from 885 to 853 BCE) and Tiglath-pileser III, but lost its autonomy only after 676 BCE142. 
 

King of 
Hamath 

Reign King of 
Tyre 

Reign King of Syria 
(Damascus) 

Reign King of 
Assyria 

Reign 

  Ithobaal I 944-912 Ben-Hadad I 950-920 Aššur-dan II 935-912 
  Baal-Ezer II 912-906 Ben-Hadad II 920     - Adad-nêrari II 912-891 
Parita 900     - Mattan I 906     -   /Hazael      -885 Tukulti-Ninurta II 891-884 
      -870 (Queen Elissa)      -877 Hazael 885     - Aššurnasirpal II 884     - 
Urḫilina 870    - Pygmalion 877     -         -859 
      /Hadadezer 860-845 Shalmaneser III 859     - 
      -840         -840   
Uratami 840     -       -830 Ben-Hadad III 840     -       -824 
      -807 Hiram II 830     -        -810 Šamši-Adad V 824-811 
Zakkûr 807-780       -800 Mari’ 810-780 Adad-nêrari III 811-783 
Bar Ga‘yah? 780     - ?  Hezion II 780     - Shalmaneser IV 783-773 
      -750         -750 Aššur-dan III 773-755 
‘Azriyau 750     - Ithobaal II 750     - Rezin 750     - Aššur-nêrari V 755-745 
      -738       -739   Tiglath-pileser III 745     - 
Eni-ilu 738     - Hiram III 739-730       -732   
      -730 Mattan II 730-729 - 732     -       -727 
Yaubîdi 730-720 Elulaios (Luli) 729     -       -720 Shalmaneser V 727-722 
        -694   Sargon II 722-705 
  Abd-Malqart 694-680   Sennacherib 705-681 
  Baal I 680-660   Assarhaddon 681-669 

 

 As noted by Lemaire143, the following scenario is very likely: Hazael required Tyre 
to pay a heavy tribute as he did previously with Jerusalem and Gat. The king of Tyre, 
Pygmalion, accepted and then would have decided to empty the treasure of Milqart's 
temple. As the high priest (Zakarbaal), who was the husband of Elissa (Pygmalion's sister), 
refused, Pygmalion would have eliminated him. This situation had a precedent when 
Ithobaal, the priest of Astarte, murdered the king of Tyre to seize power (Against Apion 
I:123). Similarly, the high priest marrying the king's sister is a situation attested at the time 
(2Ch 22:11). In addition, the description the Bible gives of the city of Tyre at this epoch144 
is consistent with the above data: Take ship for Tarshish [Spain]145, howl, you inhabitants of the 
coast. Is this your joyful city founded far back in the past? Whose footsteps led her abroad to found her own 
colonies? Who took this decision against imperial Tyre, whose traders were princes, whose merchants the 
great ones of the world? (Is 23:6-8). After the murder of her husband, Elissa decided to go into 
exile accompanied by the opponents of the policy of submission to Hazael, carrying with 
her much of the temple treasury (the legend emphasizes the wealth of Elissa's husband). It 
is interesting to note that the cities of Tyre and Sidon (which remained clients of Egypt) are 
                                                                                                                                                       
142 F. JOANNÈS - Dictionnaire de la civilisation mésopotamienne 
Paris 2001 Éd. Robert Laffont pp. 865-866. 
143 A. LEMAIRE – Remarques sur le contexte historique et culturel de la fondation de Carthage 
in: Carthage et les autochtones de son empire du temps de Zama, Éd. Institut National du Patrimoine, Tanis 2010, pp. 55-59. 
144 According to Isaiah 6:1, the text has to be dated the year King Uzziah died (in 758 BCE). 
145 Most scholars associate Tarshish with Spain, based on ancient references to a place or region in Spain called Tartessus by Greek and 
Roman writers. While Greek geographer Strabo placed a city called Tartessus in the region around the Guadalquivir River in Andalusia 
(Geography III:2:11), the name Tartessis appears to have applied generally to the southern part of the Iberian Peninsula. 
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not mentioned among the allies of Hazael against Assyria in the Battle of Qarqar146. 
 The previous historical reconstitution fit perfectly all the synchronisms there is no 
inconsistency, it is not the case with the biblical chronology from Thiele. According to the 
latter (right below) the kingdom of Damascus led by Hazael was submitted to Assyria after 
his defeating against Shalmaneser III in 841 BCE147.  
 

King of Aram 
(Damascus) 

Reign Chief of 
the army 

 Dating based on Thiele's 
biblical chronology 

Reign 

Hadadezer 1040-1000 Shobak 1020-1000 King of Aram          (Bit Adini) (1020    - 
Rezon (Ezron) 1000 - 975     
Hezion 975-960   (Hapatila)  
Tab-Rimmon 960-950   (Ariyahina)  
Ben-Hadad I 950-920   (Ahuni)       -855) 
Ben-Hadad II 920     -     
       -885 Hazael 890-885 King of Aram (Damascus) 1040-885 
Hazael 885      -   Ben-Hadad I 885-860 
(usurper)  Hadadezer 860-845 Hadadezer = Ben-Hadad II 860-845 
       -840   Hazael 845     - 
Ben-Hadad III 840     - Shalmaneser 841-823 (army of Hazael destroyed)  
       -810         -796 
Mari’ 810-780   Ben-Hadad III = Mari’ 796-775 
Hezion II 780-750   Hezion (Hadianu) 775-750 
Rezin 750-732   Rezin (Rahianu) 750-732 

 

 This reconstitution generates at least five major inconsistencies: 1) Shalmaneser III 
never specifies in his inscriptions about Hazael, his powerful opponent who was a "son of 
nobody", that he became his vassal after he destroyed his army; 2) King Hadadezer has also 
been called King Ben-Hadad II: 3) King Ben-Hadad III has also been called King Mari‘; 4) 
Hazael would have gone to war in Israel after his army was destroyed (in 841 BCE); 5) the 
father of King Ben-Hadad was ‘Attar-hamek (c. 850-750 BCE, Bit Agusi?)148. How scholars 
succeed to resolve these inconsistencies? They only have to assume that 1) the biblical 
chronology has some anachronisms149 and 2) for unknown reason the foreign kings of that 
time used both names for naming the kings of Damascus, either a birth name or a throne 
name150, even if this solution sounds odd151. These two explanations are not possible: 1) if 
Hazael's army had been destroyed he would not been able leading wars against Israel 
(2Kings 8:29; 10:32-33), 2) birth names are only used in the royal genealogies but not in 
other inscriptions. For example, the Zakkur Stela was a memorial inscription set up by 
Zakkur, king of Hamath (807-780) and Luash, which reads: Bar-Hadad, son of Hazael, king of 
Aram. Actually Bar-Hadad (Ben-Hadad III) was a throne name because it means "son of 
Hadad" who was a god, not a human. Consequently ‘Attar-hamek was a birth name 
(however this Aramaic king was perhaps not King of Damascus)152 and king Hadadezer 
was not Ben-Hadad II (idem for Mari‘ and Ben-Hadad III). The charge of anachronism 
against the Bible does not make sense for two reasons: 1) all the other synchronisms 
proved to be correct153 and 2) some small details, only known by eyewitnesses, have also 
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proved to be reliable and accurate like the fact that Hazael was an usurper (2Kings 8:13) or 
Ben-Hadad III was son of Hazael (2Kings 13:3). 
 Given that the interpretation of facts depends on their timeline, the only logical 
solution would be to check it (but this is not done). Not only the dating of an event is 
necessary for making a reliable interpretation, but it is not sufficient because its historical 
context must be known as well. For example the "Gezer Calendar" is an inscription dated 
10th century BCE. This small limestone tablet (below) contains a list of months according 
to the agricultural activities that occurred during each 
 

Gezer Calendar (translation): 
 

a month-couple of harvest, a month-couple of plant- 
 

-ing, a month-couple of late planting 
 

a month of hoeing flax 
 

a month of barley harvest 
 

a month of harvest and feasting 
 

a month-couple of (vine) pruning 
 

a month of summer fruit 
 
Abija[h] 

 
 The list begins in the yearly agricultural cycle during the fruit harvest. It would seem 
to coincide with the autumnal Hebrew New Year, the subsequent Festival of the (Olive) 
Harvest, and/or with the autumnal equinox. Orthographic (spelling) and linguistic analyses 
have placed the text somewhere between Byblian (Phoenician) and Archaic Hebrew along 
the spectrum of ancient Canaanite languages. Its author is quite possibly an Israelite in light 
of the name of the scribe, Abiya[h], in the margin, which means "my father is Yah" (Yah is 
a shortened form of Yehowah the name of the Israelite God). It also might contain a pun 
at its end on the words "qayiz/qez", or "summer/end" that is paralleled a couple hundred 
years later in the writings of the prophet Amos (8:1-2). Professor Ian Young, of the 
University of Sidney, compares the unusual language used in the Gezer Calendar to 
stylistically archaic passages of poetry in the Bible. He sees this connection as good proof 
to believe, like William F. Albright, that the text is a poem of the agricultural year and that 
it is written in a recognizable Hebrew poetic style. 
 The stone inscriptions are datable either by paleography, but at that time the corpus 
of inscriptions is very small, or by stratigraphy, but the conditions for a dating (presence of 
potteries or wood) are rarely settled. On the Gezer Calendar kap (K) is not trident-shaped 
like in Shipitbaal Inscription (920-900) which retains the trident-shaped kap but, rather, has 
begun to develop a leg. Moreover, the fifth stroke of mem (M) and the third stroke of nun 
(N) have begun to elongate. In addition, the entire letter has begun to rotate. The Gezer 
calendar should be dated around 920-900 BCE but during the 2005 season, archaeologists 
discovered the Zayit Stone among the ruins of a fire dated c. 950 BCE by stratigraphy154. 
The stone includes an inscription identified by some scholars as a Judean abecedary, among 
the oldest ever discovered, like the short inscription ln[b?] in stratum VI at Tel Rehov155 (5 
km south of Beit Shean) dated 970-960 BCE by 14C. Consequently the Gezer Calendar 
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should be dated rather around 950-900 BCE. Archaeologists deny that this Calendar can be 
an inscription in Paleo-Hebrew but rather in Phoenician because the Israelite kingdom was 
tiny at that time and had no literate people. However a prejudice is not an evidence.  
 

    
 

 According to biblical chronology the city of Gezer became an Israelite city in the 
time of King Solomon (in 993 BCE). In addition, the Phoenicians never worshiped the 
Israelite god (Yah) and have never included it in their names as did scribe of Gezer 
Calendar (Abiyah). Finally, it is impossible to distinguish Phoenician from Hebrew in the 
inscription and the abnormal plural form "a month-couple" written YRḪW instead of 
YRḪM did not exist either in Phoenician156. The explanation for this anomaly may just 
result from a slightly different pronunciation because the labial M can become W, passing 
through the spirantized M when M is in intervocalic or postvocalic position157. For example 
Abijahu "my father is Yah himself" (2Kings 14:31; 15:1-8) is normally written ’BYW in 
Samaria or ’BYHW in Judea (2Chronickes 13:1) but also ’BYM Abijam (960-957), similarly 
’aMeL-Marduk is written ’eWiL-Merodak (2King 25:27). 
 On the fabulous riches of Solomon, Finkelstein believes that the 666 talents of gold 
received each year (1Kings 10:14), 21.5 tons (= 666x32.4 kg), are absolutely incredible. This 
figure is breathtaking but it must be remembered that at this time the temple of Osorkon I 
(959-924) received nearly 51 tonnes of gold every year158. Additionally, in Khirbat en-
Nahas, district of Faynan (Punon), archaeological excavations unearthed the largest copper 
mines ever found, which (produced more than 20,000 tons!) were exploited in 1000 BCE 
and ceased after 950 BCE159. These old copper mines belonged to King Solomon (2Samuel 
8:13-14) and were the main source of his wealth (Deuteronomy 8:9). Some critics have also 
dismissed the reported marriage alliance of the pharaoh and Solomon (1Kings 9:16) but in 
1338 BCE Ankhkeperure, widow of Pharaoh Semenkhkare, wrote to the Hittite king 
Suppiluliuma I requesting him a son (Zannanza) in marriage to make him king in Egypt. 
 When archaeological remains and extra-biblical sources are almost nonexistent, 
archaeologists routinely assume that the biblical account is a pious legend built from a small 
probably genuine (but close to zero) core. For example, Finkelstein argue that the narrative 
regarding to the queen of Sheba (c. 995 BCE) was a likely composition of bards at the 
court of Hezekiah of the 7th-8th century BCE, based upon elevating the stories of their 
glorious ancestors (because there would be an anachronism of around three centuries). 
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DID A KINGDOM OF SHEBA WAS EXISTING IN THE 10TH CENTURY BCE? 
 

 In the beginning of our common era the kingdom of Sheba was still existing160 and 
according to Strabo, a Greek geographer, philosopher and historian (c. 20 CE): The extreme 
part of the country above-mentioned [Yemen] is occupied by the four largest tribes; by the Minaeans, on the 
side towards the Red Sea, whose largest city is Carna or Carnana; next to these, by the Sabaeans, whose 
metropolis is Mariaba [Marib]; third, by Cattabanians, whose territory extends down to the straits and the 
passage across the Arabian Gulf, and whose royal seat is called Tamna; and, farthest toward the east, the 
Chatramotitae, whose city is Sabata. All these cities are ruled by monarchs and are prosperous, being 
beautifully adorned with both temples and royal palaces. And the houses are like those of the Egyptians in 
respect to the manner in which the timbers are joined together (...) Cattabania produces frankincense, and 
Chatramotitis produces myrrh; and both these and the other aromatics are bartered to merchants. These 
arrive there in 70 days from Aelana [Aqaba], Aelana is a city on the other recess of the Arabian Gulf, 
the recess near Gaza called Aelanites, as I have said before, but the Gerrhaeans arrive at Chatramotitis in 
40 days (Geography 16:4:2-3). The kingdom of Sheba was located at the far south of Arabia 
(Yemen), the "ends of the earth" for the Jews at that time, that's why Jesus said: On 
Judgement Day the Queen of the South will appear against this generation and be its condemnation, because 
she came from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon (Matthew 12:42). 
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 The merchants of Sheba were traders of incense, myrrh and other aromatics with 
Egypt, through Edom, since ancient times: The caravans of Tema [Tayma] look to them, and on 
them Sheba's convoys build their hopes (Job 6:19). The kingdom of Sheba could also be reached 
by the Red Sea: King Solomon also made a fleet of ships in Ezion-geber, which is by Elath, on the shore 
of the Red Sea in the land of Edom. Hiram sent his own servants with the fleet of ships, experienced 
seamen, to serve along with the servants of Solomon. They went to Ophir and took from there 420 talents of 
gold and brought it to King Solomon. Now the queen of Sheba heard the report about Solomon in 
connection with the name of Jehovah, so she came to test him with perplexing questions. She arrived in 
Jerusalem with a very impressive entourage, with camels carrying balsam oil and great quantities of gold and 
precious stones (1Kings 9:26-10:2). Two products of Sheba were particularly appreciated: the 
gold of Ophir (maybe a gold coloured alloy) and incense 
(Isaiah 60:6). If the gold of Ophir was abundant, only until 
the fall of Babylon in 539 BCE (Isaiah 13:11-12), the trade 
of incense lasted until the end of the Kingdom (Ezekiel 
27:22, Jeremiah 6:20). Herodotus specified (c. 450 BCE) 
that incense was coming solely from this region of Arabia 
(The Histories II:8, III:107). Most archaeologists before 
1985 believed that Ophir was a fairy tale land, but an 
ostracon161 (opposite figure) was found in Tell Qasile with 
the inscription "gold of Ophir" (dated c. 700 BCE). 
 The Assyrians knew the kingdom of Sheba (Saba’) and the names of some of its 
queens162. For example, Tiglath-pileser III (in 736 BCE) wrote: Samsi, the queen of Arabia who 
had acted against the oath by Shamash (...) Arabia in the country of Sa[ba’ ...] The inhabitants of Mas’a, 
Tema (and) the inhabitants of Saba’ (...) their tribute: gold, silver, [male and female ca]mels and all kinds 
of spices, and Sargon II (in 720 BCE): I received tribute from Pharaoh of Egypt, from Samsi, queen of 
Arabia (and) It’amar the Sabaean. Although the Kingdom of Sheba already appears in 
Assyrian sources in the 8th century BCE, this benchmark was not considered sufficient for 
archaeologists to date the early history of ancient South Arabia, because the first absolutely 
reliable dating starts with the military campaign of Aelius Gallus in 25 BCE, and the 
mention of the king Ilasaros. For earlier times the chronology had to be established on the 
basis of a comparison of the Old South Arabian finds with those from other regions, 
through palaeography, on the basis of the reconstructed sequence of kings and by Carbon-
14 dating. Here two schools of thought have essentially evolved: the “Short Chronology” 
and the “Long Chronology”. At the end of the 19th century Eduard Glaser and Fritz 
Hommel dated the beginning of the Old South Arabian Civilisation to the late 2nd century 
BCE, a dating that persisted for many years. In 1955 Jacqueline Pirenne published a 
comparison of Old South Arabian and Greek art and came to the conclusion that the 
South Arabian Civilisation first developed in the 5th century BCE under Greek influence. 
She also supported this new "Short Chronology" by means paleaeographic analysis of the 
forms Old South Arabian letters. Based on the American excavations in Timnah and Marib 
in 1951–52 another “Intermediary Chronology” came into being at about the same time, 
which merely set the beginning of Qatabān and Ma'īn at a later time than in the “Long 
Chronology”. On the basis of the study of a rock inscription at Marib, A. G. Lundin and 
Hermann von Wissmann dated the beginning of Saba’ back into the 12th or the 8th century 
BCE. Thus the “Short Chronology” was wrong and in more recent times many more 
arguments have been brought against it. 
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 Recent excavations have thus shown that the ancient South Arabian script (primary 
endpoint of civilization) should in fact go back to 1200 BCE163, 8 centuries earlier than 
archaeologists believed before 1970! In addition, some temples in the region, like that of 
Almaqah, Lord of Bar'an (near Marib, west of Hadramawt), or that of Raybun164 (east of 
Hadramawt), were founded from the 10th century BCE165. Thus, the first assertions of 
archaeologists were only the result of their ignorance. The history of this region is still 
poorly known, for example, more than 10,000 graves dated 3rd millennium BCE166 were 
recently inventoried in Yemen167. As the story of Job is located in the 17th century BCE, 
Sabaeans nomads who came into Edom (Job 1:15) therefore must exist at least since that 
time. We know that Queen Hatshepsut during her exceptional expedition to the kingdom 
of Punt (in 1474 BCE) brought numerous myrrh trees and frankincense168. Several details 
of her narrative enable identifying the kingdom of Punt to the kingdom of Sheba: 1) 
aromatic resins (myrrh and frankincense) brought back into Egypt came from Punt in the 
south of Arabia, 2) the only known country at this time farther than Nubia (Cush) is 
Yemen 3) navigation on the Red Sea began with a course to port (on left) or along the 
coast to the south of Arabia (ancient navigation is coastal shipping), 4) the Kingdom of 
Punt was ruled by the prince Parahu and his wife Ity and the only kingdom known 
historically in this region is the ancient kingdom of Sheba. In addition, gold from Punt is 
mentioned in the time of king Khufu169 (2479-2456) and it is noteworthy that the artificial 
harbour of Khufu has been recently discovered at Wadi el-Jarf on the Red Sea (119 km 
south of Suez). Furthermore, a south-eastern track going from northern Egypt to Saudi 
Arabia through Sinai, dating back to the reign of Ramses III, is a good clue proving that 
Punt was somewhere in the south of Saudi Arabia170 (Yemen). 
 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRUTH IS A POSTMODERN MYTHOLOGY 
 

 Archaeologists build their own historical truth which is actually a post-modern 
mythology. To see the archaeological truth unearthed, the same method used by Herodotus 
is needed: an accurate collecting of testimonies and a rigorous chronological reconstitution 
of synchronisms (by means of astronomy). Among the different schools of thought in 
archaeology, Finkelstein is certainly the most publicized high priest. His attacks are mainly 
concentrated against those who "naively believe" in the existence of a Great Unified 
Monarchy, he wrote171 for example: I was naïve enough then to believe that the logic of my ‘correction’ 
was straightforward and clear. Twelve years (from 1996) and many articles and public debates later, 
however, the notion of Davidic conquests, Solomonic building projects, and a glamorous United Monarchy – 
all based on an uncritical reading of the biblical text and in contradiction of archaeological finds –is still 
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alive in certain quarters. This paper presents my updated views on this matter, and tackles several recent 
claims that archaeology has now proven the historicity of the biblical account of the great kingdom of David 
and Solomon (...) Why the traditional theory was wrong: The idea of a Solomonic archive in Jerusalem was 
a mirage. First, it was caught in a circular argument: There is genuine information about the 10th century 
> because there was an archive in Jerusalem > because a court-scribe is mentioned in the Bible. Second, it 
has now been dismissed by archaeology; a century and half of excavations in Jerusalem and all other major 
Judahite sites has provided no evidence for meaningful scribal activity before the late 8th century BCE. 
Recently found 10th and 9th century BCE late proto-Canaanite and Philistian inscriptions at Khirbet 
Qeiyafa and Tel Zayit in the Shephelah seem to belong to a lowland polity of the time (...) Some have tried 
to gain a moment of fame by attempting to participate in the fiery chronology debate, with results that are 
quite amusing and that demonstrate a misunderstanding of the issue. Harrison’s long discussion of the 
Megiddo evidence is meaningless, as it is based on the traditional arguments: King David destroyed Megiddo 
VIA; Solomon built Megiddo VA–IVB, etc. Finkelstein uses the old technique of bullying 
(John 7:49) frequently adopted by religious or political leaders ("there is no alternative") but 
his assertions contain many easily detectable errors: 
1) The notion of Davidic conquests, Solomonic building projects, and a glamorous United Monarchy – all 

based on an uncritical reading of the biblical text and in contradiction of archaeological finds, has to be 
understood as: The Davidic conquests deny Finkelstein projects and his glamorous Low Chronology 
based on a hypercritical reading of the biblical text and in contradiction with archaeological finds. 

2) The idea of a Solomonic archive in Jerusalem was a mirage. First, it was caught in a circular argument, 
has to be understood as: The idea of an absence of Solomonic archive in Jerusalem is a mirage. 

3) First, it is caught in a circular argument which is: absence of evidence is evidence of absence. In 
addition, evidence is systematically denied as the huge copper mines of Faynan exploited 
by an organized state in 1000 BCE which would be constituted of Edomite nomads! 

4) All other major Judahite sites has provided no evidence for meaningful scribal activity before the late 8th 
century BCE. Recently found 10th and 9th century BCE late proto-Canaanite and Philistian 
inscriptions at Khirbet Qeiyafa and Tel Zayit in the Shephelah seem to belong to a lowland polity of the 
time, has to be understood as: Recently found 950 BCE proto-Hebrew inscriptions at Khirbet 
Qeiyafa and Tel Zayit in the Shephelah belong to the United Monarchy. 

5) Some have tried to gain a moment of fame by attempting to participate in the fiery chronology debate, 
with results that are quite amusing and that demonstrate a misunderstanding of the issue, has to be 
understood as: Finkelstein has tried to gain a moment of fame by attempting to participate in the 
fiery chronology debate, with results that are quite amusing and that demonstrate a misunderstanding of 
the issue as it is based on his mythological Low Chronology. 

 As can be seen, Finkelstein performs his method in opposite manner to historians: 
his method requires first a hypothesis (a historical interpretation which is: straightforward clues 
come from two sites related to the Omride dynasty dated 8th century BCE —Samaria in the highlands and 
Jezreel in the valley) and then one deduces a chronology confirmed by some measuring from 
Carbon 14 about archaeological remains172, generally ambiguous (that method looks like 
reading coffee grounds or the lines of hand). The concept of "states" that emerge from 
earlier "chiefdoms" is central to the Finkelstein's Low Chronology. Paradoxically this 
sociological concept has not been investigated, since critics accepted it at face value173 (it's 
like trying to determine at what time Santa Claus was born). The Omride dynasty depicted 
by Finkelstein exists only in his mind and those who want to believe (2Thessalonians 2:11-
12). The only way for writing a genuine history is to use historical testimonies dated by a 
chronology anchored on absolute dates (chronology is the backbone of history). 
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